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How do we know? As economist Dick Startz wrote, "The bottom line on deciding on compensation is whether you're
paying enough to get a sufficiently large supply of sufficiently good employees. In other words, if you think we have more
great teachers than we need, you should be okay with lower compensation rates. Contrariwise, if you think we need more
great teachers than we have on board then you should want to raise salaries."  The evidence in this report clearly
demonstrates that North Carolina’s current compensation model is not adequate to ensure that every student has access
to a high-quality teacher.

While the amount of pay is clearly important, the way in which teachers are paid is fundamentally flawed. Today’s
teacher pay schedules are based on a 100-year-old pay model that assumed every teacher had roughly equal skills, and
that the mostly-female workforce had few alternative career opportunities as well as a spouse with a higher income to
help support a family. While other high-skilled professions, like nursing, have evolved with both modernized
compensation structures and opportunities for advancement, teacher pay structures nationwide have remained stagnant.

This report identifies five major challenges in our teacher pay system in North Carolina, each of which negatively impacts
our ability to place an effective teacher in every classroom across the state:

Recent declines in student performance during the COVID-19 pandemic have helped to expose inadequacies in public
education systems across the United States. However, even before these recent pandemic-related learning
disruptions, student achievement in North Carolina and across the country was stagnant and many students were
graduating high school without the skills needed to succeed in school, work, and life. The decline in performance as a
result of COVID has created an urgent call to make strategic and transformative investments in education – and there
is no better place to start than with the educators who are so critical for students’ success. 

Research has consistently found that teachers are the single-most important in-school factor for student success, with
a high-performing teacher producing three times the achievement growth of a low-performing teacher.   Therefore,
recruiting, supporting, and retaining high-quality teachers in every classroom should be of paramount importance to
the state of North Carolina. And yet, there is an often meandering and oversimplified debate within education and
policy communities as to how much to pay teachers and which compensation strategies will result in the
improvements that are needed. This report seeks to provide the clarity necessary to move teacher pay forward based
on research, data, and best practices.

INTRODUCTION

In short, we have a teacher pay problem in North Carolina; one that is not
just about how much teachers are paid, but also how that pay is structured.

Teaching is a mostly female workforce, yet teacher pay has not kept up with increasing opportunities and pay for
female, college-educated professionals, nor with pay for other public sector employees. (Pages 6 & 24)

Under the existing salary schedule, teachers must wait far too long before their salaries provide a living wage to
support a family, with as many as one-third of North Carolina teachers falling into this gap. (Pages 25-26)

The current teacher compensation model does not provide meaningful professional promotions that attract top
talent and keep effective educators in the classroom, incentivizing them to take on roles in school administration or
leave the profession altogether. (Page 8)

Existing pay structures are not designed to fill hard-to-staff subject area positions and schools, leading to persistent,
critical vacancies and disparities in student access to effective educators. (Pages 9-10)

Starting teacher pay is not competitive with surrounding states, making it difficult to attract top candidates and
compete for talent in our region. (Page 21)
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At more than $50 million per 1% pay increase, teacher pay increases are costly and investments must be mindful of the
overall cost of education and the sources of funding available to pay for it. However, increases in teacher pay can
produce a high return on investment when designed to increase teacher quality, strengthen recruitment and retention,
and, ultimately, improve student outcomes. Research provides evidence of several ways to strategically maximize
investments in teacher pay:

Strategic investments in teacher pay are linked to increases in student achievement, even while overall increases in
education funding are not.

Significant increases in teacher salaries are necessary to recruit highly-qualified teachers to hard-to-staff schools.

Raising starting teacher salaries increases the aptitude of those entering teacher preparation, resulting in more
high-quality teacher candidates.

Increased teacher pay reduces turnover, with competitive early career pay having an outsized impact on teacher
retention.

Teacher pay schedules based upon years of experience and educational attainment disadvantage traditionally
marginalized communities by reinforcing systemic inequities in the distribution of highly qualified teachers.

Leveraging differentiated pay that rewards excellent performance boosts student achievement.

Using pay incentives to retain high-performing teachers in hard-to-staff schools decreases teacher turnover in those
schools.

Innovative staffing models, such as Advanced Teaching Roles, make the teaching profession more attractive and
support the retention of effective teachers seeking additional pay and leadership opportunities.

Teachers are high-skilled professionals who have valuable knowledge and abilities that can translate to other industries.
They also have professional expectations that are consistent with employees in many other industries. This report
examines pay along with other high-skilled professions, not just in the vacuum of the education industry. It includes
insights into how other industries attract, motivate, and retain talent. Like teachers, professionals across industries
desire to be paid competitively and to be able to support themselves and their families, and they are motivated to
enhance their professional experience through intrinsic factors such as mastery, autonomy, and purpose. 

This report reviews numerous studies and data that help convey the urgency of our state’s teacher pay needs and
demonstrates that the outdated step-and-lane salary structure is not conducive to recruiting top talent to the teaching
profession. Based on identified best practices, this report makes recommendations for a clear and effective pay
strategy, one that recognizes teachers’ tremendous contributions to the future of our state and that increasing students'
access to great teachers is a critical investment for the future of our economy, workforce, and the well-being of our
state’s youth. This type of investment is not unprecedented. North Carolina has made a similar effort twice in the last
several decades, including more than a $1 billion teacher pay increase from 2014 to 2018.

Based on the evidence, BEST NC finds that North Carolina can strengthen the education system foundation by increasing
and improving teacher compensation using modern, evidence-informed compensation strategies that will:
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Raise the Floor,
Raise the Ceiling,
Attract and Retain Teachers in Hard-to-Staff Positions, and
Reframe the Compensation Context.
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I. TEACHER PAY:
      A SMART INVESTMENT IN STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

Any examination of teacher pay should start with a consideration of the history of teacher pay, the purpose of investing
in teacher compensation, and the way the workforce has changed over the last several decades. When used
strategically, teacher pay has the potential to improve student achievement, reduce teacher turnover, and redress
inequities in student access to high-quality teachers.

Evidence within this report will show that North Carolina is not investing enough in teacher pay, thwarting our ability to
attract and retain the most talented teachers in the country and to ensure each student in North Carolina has access to
high-quality learning experiences. 

However, it is not enough to say there is a need for more pay. A teacher pay investment must be thoughtfully designed
to improve student outcomes by increasing the quantity, quality, and diversity of the educator workforce, including a
strategic and actionable plan to meet the following objectives:

1

Research shows that teacher effectiveness has a striking
impact on the trajectory of students’ performance. When
students have access to highly effective teachers in
consecutive years, their achievement gains are
substantial. In contrast, exposure to an ineffective teacher
in consecutive years has sizable damaging effects on a
student’s academic trajectory (see Exhibit I.1 to the right). 

Research also shows that having an effective teacher can
increase a student’s chances of college attendance as well
as future earnings.      In a 2014 study of the impact of
effective educators, Raj Chetty determined that a teacher
who is one standard deviation above median effectiveness
can be expected to increase lifetime earnings for their
students by $780,000 for a class of 20 students.

$780,000
For a class of 20 students, effective teachers can

increase lifetime earnings by an estimated 

Source: Chetty, R., Friedman, J., and Rockoff, J. (2014).

EX I.1 – Impact of Teacher Quality on Math Test
Scores (2012 to 2019)

Source: Springer, M. 2023.

Fill Critical
Vacancies with

Effective Educators

Retain Effective
Educators with

Meaningful Career
Advancement
Opportunities

Attract & Support
High-Quality

Beginning Teachers

Ensure Equitable
Student Access to

Effective Educators

Make the Job
Sustainable by

Providing a Positive
and Supportive

Work Experience
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In 1986, a landmark study by Childs and Shakeshaft found that there was no relationship between overall education
expenditures and student achievement.  The findings of this study, and subsequent studies that produced similar
results, have been often cited by those who would cast any new spending on education as wasteful. However, the same
study also found that spending directly related to instruction (including increasing teacher salaries) was positively
correlated to student achievement.
 
Another study from 2013 found that raising teacher base pay increased student performance through improved teacher
retention and a recently published study found statistically significant, positive impacts of increased teacher base pay on
the ability of teachers to raise student achievement and close achievement gaps.       These decades' worth of studies
establish an essential truth: while education spending more broadly does not necessarily improve student outcomes,
investing specifically in teachers does yield positive results.  
 
Importantly, how those funds are invested matters because those impacts become even more pronounced when
investments in teacher pay are focused on efforts that attract highly qualified candidates, improve retention, and
reward excellence.
 
Take, for example, a $200 million investment in education. Here are three possible ways in which those funds could be
invested and what research says about the impact of those investments on student learning.

REDUCE CLASS SIZE BY ONE
STUDENT IN EVERY CLASS

IN EVERY GRADE

PAY EVERY TEACHER 3.5%
MORE, REGARDLESS OF

IMPACT OR REACH

ESTABLISH 10,000+
ADVANCED TEACHING

POSITIONS TO PROVIDE
EMBEDDED PROFESSIONAL
SUPPORT TO ALL TEACHERS

$200 Million $200 Million $200 Million

LITTLE TO
NO IMPACT

LITTLE TO
NO IMPACT

SIGNIFICANT
IMPACT
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White

Black

Hispanic

All Other

EX II.2 – Distribution of K-12 Public School Teachers, by Gender and
Race/Ethnicity (2021-22)

Race/Ethnicity: Gender:

Female

Male

Sources: NC DPI Statistical Profile; US Census Public Education Finance Data

Number of Teachers* (2022-23)

Number of Students* (2022-23)

Number of Schools* (2022-23)

101,808

1,548,758

2,700
*Traditional and Public Charter Schools

II. NORTH CAROLINA TEACHER PAY 

EX II.1 – Salaries & Benefits of Instructional Personnel as a Percentage
of Total Education Expenditures in North Carolina (FY2019-20)

Sources: NC DPI Statistical Profile; US Census Public Education Finance Data

Salaries & Benefits of Certified
Instructional Personnel

Other Expenditures

North Carolina has a single statewide salary schedule for all traditional public school
teachers. This traditional “step-and-lane” schedule pays teachers based on years of
experience and credentials. Exhibit II.3 below shows the base salary with average
supplements and benefits. More details can be found in Appendix D-I. 

EX II.3 – Average Compensation (Including Benefits) for K-12 Public School Teachers, by Years of
Experience (2021-22)

Sources: NC DPI Teacher Salary Schedules; Current Operations Act of 2021; NC Treasurer's Office (Data Request); NC DPI Statistical Profile

NC Average Teacher Pay
(2022-23)

$57,805
NC Average Starting Pay

(2020-21)

$37,127
Sources: NEA Rankings and Estimates Report;
NEA Teacher Salary Benchmark Report; NC DPI
Highlights of the Public School Budget, 2022-23
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BY THE NUMBERS

Sources: NC DPI Highlights of the
Public School Budget, 2022-23

http://apps.schools.nc.gov/ords/f?p=145%3A25%3A%3A%3ANO%3A%3A%3A
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/school-finances/data/tables.html
http://apps.schools.nc.gov/ords/f?p=145%3A25%3A%3A%3ANO%3A%3A%3Ahttp%3A%2F%2Fapps.schools.nc.gov%2Fords%2Ff%3Fp%3D145%3A25%3A%3A%3ANO%3A%3A%3A
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/school-finances/data/tables.html
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/districts-schools/district-operations/financial-and-business-services/compensation-public-school-employees#StateSalarySchedules-1388
https://www.ncleg.gov/Sessions/2021/Bills/Senate/PDF/S105v8.pdf
http://apps.schools.nc.gov/ords/f?p=145%3A25%3A%3A%3ANO%3A%3A%3A
https://www.nea.org/research-publications
https://www.nea.org/resource-library/teacher-salary-benchmarks
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/media/16350/download?attachment=
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/media/16350/download?attachment=


Met Growth

8,000
new teachers,

more new hires of bachelor's degree holders than some
entire industries, including Public Administration, Real

Estate, Arts and Recreation, and Agriculture & Forestry.

In 2021, the largest source of new teachers came from alternative entry routes, many of whom enter the profession on
a residency license. This continues a dramatic increase from only 20% of new hires in 2015 to 37% in 2021. Alternative
entry is also the route that has the highest turnover rate and lowest average level of student growth, which warrants
serious consideration about how these new teachers are being prepared and supported.

EX II.4 – Teacher Attrition Rates in K-12 Traditional
Public Schools, by Teacher Category (2021-22)

Sources: NC DPI State of the Teaching Profession Report

EX II.5 – Distribution of Preparation Routes for Newly-Hired K-12 Public School Teachers (2015
to 2021*)

*Beginning in 2019-20, the route for alternate certification changed from lateral entry to residency licenses. See NCEdFacts.org for
more details.

Source: NC DPI (Data Request)

Median Starting Age for
Teachers, by the Three Primary

Routes of Entry (2021-22)

Traditional Entry

Out-of-State

Residency/Lateral Entry

25

35
31

EX II.6 – Distribution of EVAAS Scores for First-Year
Teachers, by Preparation Route (2018 to 2021*)

Source: NC DPI (Data Request)

Did Not Meet Growth Exceeded Growth
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Sources: US Census Job to Job Explorer; NC DPI State of the Teaching
Profession Report 

Source: NC DPI (Data Request)

Each year, North Carolina public schools hire around  

*EVAAS scores were not calculated for the 2019-
20 academic year due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

https://www.dpi.nc.gov/districts-schools/districts-schools-support/district-human-capital/surveys-and-reports#StateoftheTeachingProfessionReports-1177
https://www.bestnc.org/factsandfigures/
https://j2jexplorer.ces.census.gov/explore.html#1389115
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/districts-schools/districts-schools-support/district-human-capital/surveys-and-reports#StateoftheTeachingProfessionReports-1177
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/districts-schools/districts-schools-support/district-human-capital/surveys-and-reports#StateoftheTeachingProfessionReports-1177


In a paper on the history of teacher pay, the Consortium for Policy Research in Education reports that teacher pay in the
United States has been characterized by slow, gradual changes in structure. In fact, since the 1800’s, there have been
only three major changes in the structure of teacher pay: an initial rural tradition of paying the teachers’ room and
board, the move to a salary schedule based on the grade taught by the teacher, and finally the shift to the single, step-
and-lane salary schedule that exists today.
 
Despite being a male-dominated field in the earliest days of public schools, by the 20th century, teaching had become
an almost all-female profession with at least 75% of teachers being female.   It is believed that teacher certification
credentials, which were first required in the late-1800s, led to men – who had more lucrative job opportunities at the
time – to leave the profession, as certification costs reduced the effective pay for teachers. At this time, many schools
and districts transitioned to minimum teacher pay schedules which based pay on teachers’ “years of experience,
gender, race, and the grade level that they taught.”

III. TEACHER PAY BACKGROUND

5

The Step-and-Lane Salary Schedule

The History of Teacher Pay

Between 1920 and 1950, school systems began to
adopt a single salary schedule, recognizing that the
prior model was “overtly sexist and racist.” This led to
the step-and-lane schedules that are still used to pay
teachers today. In an attempt to increase fairness in
the teacher compensation system, these schedules
base compensation solely on a teacher’s level of
education and years of experience. These measures are
objective and, at the time, were believed to be good
proxies for teacher quality.   Now, more than 100  
 years later, most teacher pay systems still rely on these
measures, even though new measures exist that are
more strongly correlated with teacher effectiveness.

It is important to note that education is not the only industry where step-and-lane schedules have been used. Many
industries have used this approach, but most have evolved to other approaches in recent decades including traditional,
broadband, and market-based pay. The most common pay structure in use today is market-based pay or a hybrid
market-based model.
 
Unfortunately, industries that utilize market-based pay seem to be attracting our best talent away from teaching,
particularly in hard-to-staff subject areas. In their study, “Pulled Away or Pushed Out? Explaining the Decline of
Teacher Aptitude in the United States,” Hoxby and Leigh argue that the compressed “uniform pay schedule,” which
limits overall earning potential, discourages high-aptitude individuals from pursuing a teaching career.    In a separate
study, Leigh finds that raising starting teacher salaries increases the aptitude of those entering teacher preparation,
resulting in more high-quality teacher candidates.
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Teaching salaries have not kept up with increases in median income
levels for women over the last several decades. In 2020-21, the
average salary of a public school teacher in the United States was
$65,090. Adjusting for inflation, the increase was only 10% over a
35-year period.      At the same time, women, who are still the large
majority of the teaching workforce, have more professional
opportunities than ever before, and their incomes have increased
22%, more than twice the rate of teaching salaries.

Women in the Workforce
Change in Median Income

(Adjusted for Inflation)
1985 to 2021

Women with a
Bachelor's Degree: Teachers:

+22% +10%

EX III.1 – Inflation-Adjusted Average Public School Teacher Salary and Median Incomes for Adults
(25 Years or Older) with at Least a Bachelor's Degree (1985 to 2021)

Sources: NCES Digest of Education Statistics; Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis; Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis

Historically, schools have depended on a female workforce to fill teaching roles based on the assumptions that they had a
working spouse who was the "breadwinner" and that women had fewer professional opportunities with competitive
earnings. These assumptions no longer hold true in modern society, so compensation structures and levels must be
adjusted to meet this changing workforce. 

More than a decade ago, a 2007 study found, “Attracting the most academically talented women into the teaching
profession in the modern era will require a recognition that female graduates look at the labor market much differently
today than they did in decades past. Only through a substantial reengineering of the level and structure of compensation,
pathways into teaching, levels of professionalism and autonomy, and opportunities available to working teachers are we
likely to see a significant reversal in past trends.”      One could argue that a similar reimagining of teacher compensation
is also required to attract academically talented men into the profession, particularly since they represent only about 20%
of the educator workforce in North Carolina.

6

In other words, teacher pay was significantly higher than average pay for college-educated women for decades and,
therefore, teaching was an attractive profession for that talent pool. College-educated female pay has now met and
surpassed average teacher pay making teaching arguably less attractive to both female and male talent pools,
particularly for top-tier candidates.

Sources: NCES Digest of Education Statistics; Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis; Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis
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Despite the importance and value of great teachers, states across the country often struggle to create and maintain pay
and staffing structures that recruit and retain enough high-quality teachers for our nation’s public schools. There are
three specific indications that existing teacher pay structures are failing to produce a robust workforce of effective and
motivated educators for every child: a declining interest in teaching, retention challenges resulting from a lack of
professional pay and advancement, and inequitable student access to effective educators.

7

A Nationwide Challenge

Trends in teacher preparation program enrollment are often cited as evidence of a declining interest in the teaching
profession. However, teacher preparation enrollment often follows trends in the economy, as does postsecondary
enrollment writ large, and therefore may not be as strong an indicator as other factors.

There is, however, evidence that top-tier college students are less likely to become teachers than in the past, likely a
side effect of more professional opportunities being available to women over the last few generations.    Teaching also
provides limited compensation growth and fewer professional advancement opportunities than other professions.

Perhaps an even better indicator of a declining interest in the profession is the historically low enthusiasm of parents for
their children to become teachers and parents’ related concerns about inadequate compensation. According to a
nationwide survey, there has been a dramatic decline in the percentage of parents who say they would want their
children to be a teacher, with 62% of parents in the 2022 survey saying that they would not want their child to become a
teacher.

EX III.2 – PDK Poll Responses: Would You Like Your Child to Become a Teacher? (1969 to 2022)

Source: 2022 Poll Results | PDK Poll

Declining Interest in Teaching
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8

Reasons Cited for Leaving
the Teaching Profession

1 in 10

1 in 8
Lack of Opportunities for Advancement

Wanted or Needed a Higher Salary

Source: NCES National Teacher Follow-Up Survey, 2012-13

Traditional step-and-lane teacher salary schedules that have
persisted over time require teachers to stay in the profession
for decades before reaching adequate base pay, with no
opportunities for professional advancement without leaving
the classroom. These outdated teacher pay models act to the
detriment of those seeking opportunities to grow and
advance in their careers while remaining in the classroom. In
fact, many teachers explicitly cite a lack of career
opportunities as a reason for leaving the profession. 

The Lack of Professional Pay and
Advancement Hurts Retention

Across the United States, students in higher-
poverty schools are taught by higher
proportions of teachers who are certified by an
alternative route (see Exhibit III.4). Although the
performance of these teachers varies based on
a number of factors, in North Carolina, these
teachers have, on average, lower student
growth scores than teachers who enter through
traditional routes, holding constant for other 
 factors such as poverty. They also leave the
profession at significantly higher rates (see
Exhibit II.4 on page 4).

EX III.4 – Teachers Certified via an Alternative Route,
by Percentage of Students Eligible for Free or Reduced
Price Lunch (2017-18)

Source: NCES Digest of Education Statistics

Inequitable Student Access to Effective Educators
As stated above, research has repeatedly found that teachers are the greatest in-school factor for student success. And
yet, research also shows that our highest quality teachers are disproportionately clustered in our most affluent schools,
often leaving students with the greatest academic needs with limited access to effective educators.       Traditional step-
and-lane teacher salary schedules contribute to this problem because they fail to incorporate meaningful mechanisms
to attract and retain highly effective teachers to hard-to-staff positions, helping to ensure all students have equitable
access to great educators.

EX III.3 – Perceptions of Teaching vs. Preferred
Occupation for "Top-Third" College Graduates
Not Planning To Teach (2010)

Source: McKinsey Research. 2010.

Additionally, a survey of college graduates in the top third of their class who did not plan to go into teaching provides
insights into the gap between their career expectations and their perception of the teaching profession:
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Longitudinal studies of school staffing data clearly demonstrate that schools with higher poverty levels and higher
percentages of minority students have greater difficulty staffing teaching positions than their peer schools, and high
schools generally have more difficulty staffing teaching positions than middle schools or elementary schools.   In
addition to having a greater percentage of vacant positions, higher-poverty schools often also have a shallower
applicant pool made up of less experienced, less qualified teachers. The exhibit below illustrates the relationship
between school poverty and key teacher characteristics in North Carolina.  

EX III.5 – Percent Beginning Teachers* and National Board Certified Teachers in North Carolina
Traditional Public Schools, by School Poverty Quartile** (2020-21)

In addition to being less experienced, beginning teachers also have higher rates of attrition than more experienced
teachers, which creates a perennial staffing challenges for some schools and districts. The map below shows how the
percentage of beginning teachers varies widely from district to district. On average, 13% of teachers are beginning
teachers, but 15 of 115 districts have 20% or more beginning teachers. The five districts with the highest percentage of
beginning teachers are Weldon City (38%), Northampton County (35%), Washington County (30%), Hoke County (29%),
and Thomasville City (26%).

*Beginning Teacher is defined as a teacher
in their first three years of teaching.

Sources: NC DPI (Data Request); NC DPI School Report Cards

**Poverty calculation methodology
can be found at NCEdFacts.org
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EX III.6 - Percent Beginning Teachers*, by School District (2020-21)

Source: NC DPI School Report Cards*Beginning Teacher is defined as a teacher
in their first three years of teaching. 

SCAN QR
CODE FOR
INTERACTIVE
ONLINE MAP
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Hard-to-staff schools and subjects can be difficult to precisely quantify because vacancies are often underreported, in
part because schools fill positions with temporary employees or perhaps with less qualified candidates, such as teachers
on an emergency license. They also may trade in positions altogether, opting to receive funds in exchange for a position
they cannot fill.

We do, however, have limited, self-reported data that indicates where we face the largest vacancy challenges. In 2020-
21, North Carolina school districts reported that secondary school positions in math, science, and Special Education have
been most difficult to staff and national studies find similar trends.    At the beginning of the 2022-23 school year, the
North Carolina School Superintendents’ Association reported 4,467 teacher vacancies with about twice as many
vacancies in middle and high school positions as compared with elementary school.

We can also examine geographic variations in school staffing by looking at the percentage of fully licensed teachers in
each school district. Several districts are 95% staffed with fully licensed teachers but most are not.

EX III.7 – Percentage of  North Carolina Teachers Not Fully
Licensed, By School District (2020-21)

Note: Fully licensed is defined as having a
Continuing Professional License (CPL) and
does not include teachers with an Initial
Professional Licensed (IPL), who are
generally beginning teachers, or those
with other license types such as
Residency, Visiting International Faculty,
Emergency, or Permit to Teach. The five
districts with the highest percentage of
teachers who are not fully licensed are
Weldon City (56%), Northampton County
(54%), Warren County (47%), Halifax
County (44%), and Hoke County (41%).

Source: NC DPI (Data Request)
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Teacher departure rates – or the rate at which teachers leave a district from one
year to the next – also vary significantly across districts. As one might expect, there
is a significant correlation between a district’s departure rate and the percentage of
beginning teachers it employs, as those districts often must hire the least
experienced teachers to replace teachers who leave the district each year.

EX III.8 – K-12 Traditional Public School Departure Rates, by
School District (2021-22)

Source: NC DPI State of the Teaching Profession Report
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Unique to North Carolina, K-12 education operating costs have been the responsibility of the state since the passage
of The Machinery Act in 1931. Under this legislation, the state of North Carolina assumed responsibility for the
financial costs of operating schools while localities were deemed responsible for building and maintaining public
school facilities. This sets North Carolina apart from most other states where local property taxes are the main source
for education funding.  

EX IV.1 – Public School Revenue in Texas, the United States, and North Carolina, by Funding
Source (2019-20)

Note: Texas has the 5th-highest percentage
of locally-funded public school revenue, while
North Carolina has the 9th lowest.

EX IV.2 – Median per Pupil Expenditures in
North Carolina Traditional Public Schools,
by School Poverty Quartile (2020-21)

In other states, relying primarily on local funding
creates tremendous disparities because affluent
communities have larger tax bases than more
impoverished communities, and the latter
generally require greater financial resources to
meet their educational goals. Although this
phenomenon occurs in North Carolina as well, its
impact is mitigated by the fact that the state
provides the majority of the funding, including
additional funding for low-wealth school districts,
small counties, and disadvantaged students,
among other needs.

Since funding for teaching positions is generally
the responsibility of the state, North Carolina
funds the vast majority of teaching positions (see
Exhibit IV.3). 

With base pay and other operating expenses being
the responsibility of the state, districts have the
flexibility to add local salary supplements and
other investments. Local salary supplements
generally help buffer higher local costs of living in
some areas of the state, e.g., more expensive
housing markets. Local supplements are reviewed
in more detail on pages 17-18.

EX IV.3 – North Carolina K-12 Public School
Teacher Positions, by Funding Source (2022-23)

Source: NC DPI School Report Cards

Source: NC DPI Statistical Profile

North Carolina's Unique State-Level Funding Model

IV. TEACHER PAY IN NORTH CAROLINA

Source: US Census Bureau

https://www.dpi.nc.gov/data-reports/school-report-cards/school-report-card-resources-researchers
http://apps.schools.nc.gov/ords/f?p=145%3A25%3A%3A%3ANO%3A%3A%3A
https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/school-finances/data/tables.html


Fact Check
Average teacher pay in North Carolina
was $57,805 in 2022-23, but the "top"
of the state salary schedule was
$54,000. This can be confusing. Find out
why in this section. 

As previously mentioned, school districts often supplement
teacher salaries with local funding, meaning the “top” of the state
teacher salary schedule is not actually where teacher pay maxes
out. The state salary schedule actually sets the minimum, or base,
pay for teachers. The exhibit below illustrates how additional pay
and benefits can stack on top of base pay.

The North Carolina General Assembly also increases the state
salary schedule with the enactment of new state budgets. These
increases are generally meant to account for increases in cost of
living. For example, starting base pay was $30,800 in 2012-13 and
is $37,000 in 2022-23.

EX IV.4 – Compensation Package Scenarios* for North Carolina Public School Teachers, Including
Average Supplements but not Including Benefits** (2021-22)

*The teachers in these scenarios each have 10 years of experience. Teachers 2 and 3 are National Board Certified. Teacher 3 holds an Advanced
Teaching Roles (ATR) “Lead Teacher” position and earns an additional $10,000 salary supplement (ATR Lead Teacher position stipends ranged from
$6,000 to $20,000 in 2021-22.) 

**Benefits packages include retirement and healthcare contributions, which cost the state, on average, $17,454 per teacher. Additional information
can be found on pages 44-47.
 
Sources: NC DPI Salary Schedules; NC DPI Highlights of the Public School Budget; NC DPI Statistical Profile; Current Appropriations Act of 2021;
Interviews with ATR District Personnel (2022)

In other words, the state salary schedule should be considered the floor, not the “ceiling,” for teacher pay. Pay increases
occur in multiple ways including legislated increases, local salary supplements, and opportunities for additional pay,
such as for National Board Certification status and Advanced Teaching Roles. 
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Base Pay vs. Average Pay

While teacher pay is generally the responsibility of the state, any major increase in teacher pay will
create a financial burden for local school districts. If state pay increases by 10%, local school
districts will generally have to find 10% funding to match it. However, local salary supplements are
entirely at the discretion of the district, and local policymakers can decide whether to continue
with existing resources or raise their supplement by a commensurate amount.

https://www.dpi.nc.gov/districts-schools/district-operations/financial-and-business-services/compensation-public-school-employees#StateSalarySchedules-1388
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/media/14619/download?attachment=
http://apps.schools.nc.gov/ords/f?p=145%3A25%3A4929623428008%3A%3ANO%3A%3AP25_SELECTYEAR%3A2020
https://sites.ncleg.gov/frd/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2021/11/S105v8.pdf


In North Carolina, inflation-adjusted average teacher pay increased by 28% from 1980 to 2000, resulting in the state’s
highest recorded national pay ranking of 19th in the country in 2000-01. This rate of increase was part of a national
trend, but was higher than the national increase of 20% during the same timeframe.
 
Between 2001 and 2007, before the Great Recession began, average teacher pay in North Carolina ranked in the top
half of all states and near the top of the Southeast region. For example, in 2004-05, North Carolina ranked 26th in the
nation in teacher pay and second only to Georgia in the Southeast.    It is interesting to note that at no point during the
timeline below was North Carolina above the national average (in nominal dollars) because of significantly higher pay at
the top of the rankings, typically aligned with higher cost-of-living in those states. This report uses cost-of-living adjusted
pay for this reason, except in the 30-year chart below.
 
The Great Recession had a negative impact on teachers’ salaries across the country and, in North Carolina, resulted in
five consecutive years of salary freezes from 2009-10 to 2013-14. The outcome was a decline in North Carolina’s average
teacher pay ranking and an overall flattening of the teacher salary schedule, especially for teachers early in their career.
Teachers who began their careers in 2008-09 were in their sixth year of teaching in 2013-14, but earning the same as
teachers with no experience (see Exhibit IV.6 on the next page).

EX IV.5 – Average K-12 Teacher Salary in North Carolina, Inflation-Adjusted to 2022 Dollars
(1992-93 to 2021-22)

Note: These figures are adjusted for inflation. Nominal income rose over the last few years, but effective income declined with inflation, both nationally
and in North Carolina. Rankings are based on nominal pay, not cost-of-living adjusted. While 2022-23 figures have been released for North Carolina,
they are not yet available for other states.

Sources: NEA Rankings and Estimates; NCES Digest of Education Statistics; US Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index
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Teacher Pay Over Time
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Faced with less competitive pay, both regionally and nationally, in 2013, the North Carolina General Assembly created
the North Carolina Educator Effectiveness & Teacher Compensation Task Force to determine steps to strengthen
teacher pay across the state. Based on those discussions, the legislature initiated a multi-year strategy to raise average
pay with a focus on front-loading the pay schedule.     This strategy, which is examined in more detail in Section V on
page 24, proposed that high-skilled professionals should expect substantial boosts in pay earlier in their careers when
their skills are growing most rapidly, followed by additional pay increases if they take on more responsibilities or
unique challenges. During this time, the longstanding practice of providing longevity pay for teachers was eliminated,
and those funds were embedded within the new pay schedule. A hold harmless provision was also put in place so that
no teacher would earn less under the new structure.

Exhibit IV.7 below shows changes in the state teacher salary schedule between between 2013-14 to 2018-19. As a
result of investments totaling over $1 billion, North Carolina rose from 47th in average teacher pay in 2013-14 to 30th
in 2018-19. The annual increases during this time are shown in Appendix B.

EX IV.6 – State-Funded Teacher Pay in North Carolina, by Years of Experience (2008-09 and 2013-14)

Source: NC DPI Public School Salary Schedules

EX IV.7 – State-Funded Teacher Pay in North Carolina, by Years of Experience (2013-14 and 2018-19)

Source: NC DPI Public School Salary Schedules
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As a result of a state budget stalemate and the COVID pandemic, teacher pay did not rise in 2019-20 or 2020-21. There
was a 1% increase in 2021-22, as well as one-time bonuses paid from federal COVID relief dollars, followed by a 3%
increase in 2022-23.     As of 2021-22, North Carolina ranked 33rd in the nation in average teacher pay.   The recent
sharp increases in inflation will likely result in a decline in inflation-adjusted average teacher pay for 2022-23 and
beyond, unless the state makes a significant investment.

The 2013 North Carolina Educator Effectiveness & Teacher Compensation Task Force recommended that the General
Assembly should "increase the salaries for all teachers, while modernizing North Carolina’s educator compensation
system to more closely align compensation with student outcomes and educator responsibilities,” and that it should
“direct the North Carolina State Board of Education to study sustainable and effective educator compensation
models, and submit recommendations to the General Assembly regarding development of the most effective
educator compensation model for the State.”

This is notable because in 2021 the State Board of Education charged The Professional Educator Preparation &
Standards Commission to develop a new, comprehensive licensure and compensation plan, which is currently in
development as the Pathways to Excellence for Teaching Professionals Plan.
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Nationally, beginning teacher pay has been demonstrated to be a powerful predictor of teacher attrition. A National Center
for Education Statistics analysis of first-year teachers in 2007-08 revealed that teachers with beginning salaries above
$40,000 had 10% less attrition after one year and 9% less attrition after four years than teachers with beginning salaries
less than $40,000.   Today, more than a decade after this analysis was completed, average pay for beginning teachers in
North Carolina has still not reached $40,000 (according to 2020-21 data, which is the latest available for beginning pay).  
 
The NCES study is notable because beginning teachers have substantially higher attrition rates than fully licensed teachers.
From 2015-16 to 2020-21 the average rate of attrition for beginning teachers was 12%, compared with 7% for fully licensed
teachers.   A reduction in the attrition rate for beginning teachers would reduce replacement costs but, more importantly,
would increase overall teacher quality, since teacher effectiveness rises until the 5-to-7-year experience range and too
many teachers leave before then.
 
A comparison with other states in the Southeast region shows that North Carolina average beginning pay was second to last
in the 2020-21 school year (see Exhibit IV.16 on page 21). While evidence shows that current beginning pay likely
contributes to higher turnover rates, it is also clear from this comparison that beginning pay in North Carolina is not
regionally competitive to recruit top talent into the teaching profession.
 
For example, between 2013 and 2017, a full 23% of the 13,689 graduates of North Carolina educator preparation programs
were not employed as teachers in North Carolina within two years of graduation.  Given the research around the
importance of starting pay, this is another indicator that early teacher pay in North Carolina is not attractive enough to
keep these North Carolina educator preparation program graduates teaching in-state, or perhaps teaching at all.

EX IV.8 – Outcomes of Students Admitted to a North Carolina Educator Preparation Program
(2013 to 2017)

RECOMMENDATION: Significantly increase starting pay, particularly for well-prepared candidates,
to be competitive with surrounding states and similar industries.
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Beginning Teacher Pay

Source: NC DPI Educator Workforce Demography Overview
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Local funding for education is generated through property tax. Since wealthier
counties have larger property tax bases than poorer counties, those counties
are able to generate more funding per pupil. This disparity has existed for
decades in North Carolina and the gap is widening. In 2019-20, the North
Carolina Public School Forum’s Local School Finance Study found that even
though the ten poorest counties taxed themselves at 1.7 times the rate of the
ten wealthiest counties, those poorer counties cannot provide the same level
of local funding per student.

In 2021-22, the statewide average local supplement was $5,123 and supplements ranged from $8,678 in Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Schools and $8,670 in Wake County Public Schools to $0 in four school districts: Caswell County Schools,
Clay County Schools, Graham County Schools, and Swain County Schools.

EX IV.9 – Average Local Salary Supplements for Teachers in North Carolina Traditional Public
School Districts (2021-22)

Importantly, using median salaries as a proxy for variations in cost of living, average local salary supplements are
positively correlated with the median income of bachelor’s degree holders in each school district (see scatter plot on the
next page). While this does not indicate whether local salary supplements are adequate, they seem to be a viable
mechanism for adjusting state pay to account for local cost of living. For more detail on why local cost-of-living
adjustments are important, see "The Purchasing Power of Teacher Pay" on pages 41-42.

Source: NC DPI Statistical Profile

Note: These figures do not include the Teacher
Supplement Assistance Allotments described below.

In 2022-23, the
statewide average local
salary supplement was

$5,984
Source: NC DPI Public Statistical Profile
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Local Salary Supplements

In North Carolina, all teachers are paid a state base salary that is set annually by the General Assembly. Local school
districts can supplement teacher salaries using local tax revenue. Each Board of County Commissioners determines the
amount of local funds that will be available, then school district leaders determine how to allocate local salary
supplements based on years of experience, degrees, or other factors. These supplements are often distributed as a
percentage of the base, meaning that less experienced teachers receive a smaller nominal supplement. 
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EX IV.10 – Average Local Salary Supplement for Teachers and Median Bachelor's Degree Holder
Salary in the County Where the School District is Located (2019)

One challenge with local salary supplements as a mechanism to adjust for cost of living across the state occurs when a
more affluent district borders a less affluent district. In these cases, teachers can simply cross a border to earn a
higher income, while enjoying the lower cost of living in their home district.

In an effort to help lower-wealth districts provide more competitive local salary supplements to teachers, the North
Carolina General Assembly created the Teacher Supplement Assistance Allotment in 2021 with $100 million in
recurring funding.    In 2022, an additional $70 million in recurring funds were added for this purpose.   In 2021-22,
districts qualified for funds if they had less than or equal to $43 billion in taxable property. Under these criteria, all but
four school districts (Wake County Public Schools, Durham Public Schools, Guilford County Schools, and Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Schools) qualified for funding.
 
The salary supplement assistance fund allows for eligible districts to receive up to $4,250 per state-funded teacher but
actual amounts vary based on the specific level of taxable property in each district. In 2021-22, the amount districts
received ranged from $490 per state-funded teacher in Union County to the maximum $4,250 per state-funded
teacher in nine counties, with greater amounts going to lower-wealth counties. Districts have significant freedom in
how they use these funds, provided that no salary supplement is greater than the per-teacher funding amount
provided to the district and that the funds are used to supplement rather than supplant existing local funds for
teacher salary supplements.

North Carolina's New Salary Supplement Assistance Fund

Source: NC DPI Statistical Profile, US Census Bureau

North Carolina has several other state categorical allotments that aim to lessen some of the local
differences in tax base and student population across school districts. All of these categorical allotments
can be used to hire teachers, and the Low-Wealth, Small County, and Disadvantaged Student
Supplemental Funds can be used to provide local salary supplements.

The 2022-23 North Carolina State Budget includes: 

$299 Million for Low Wealth Districts
$55 Million for Small Counties
$120 Million for English Language Learners

$1.063 Billion for Students with Disabilities
$106 Million for Disadvantaged Students
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In North Carolina, the state allots teaching positions to each school district based upon the number of students in
each grade, according to ratios set by the General Assembly. When a school district hires a teacher, the state provides
the district with the teacher’s state base pay, depending on where the individual falls on the state salary schedule.
The classroom teacher allotment is by far the largest single state allotment: salary and benefits for instructional
personnel represent approximately 58% of total state support for education.

The position allotment system is intended to provide equal access to highly
qualified teachers for all schools and districts – because the state funds
positions rather than dollar amounts, districts can hire teachers without
regard to how much the teacher will cost to employ. For example, in 2021-
22, a first-year teacher earned a state base salary of $35,460, while a
National Board Certified Teacher with 15 years of experience earned a state
base salary of $56,730. Under the position allotment system, the district can
hire the most qualified candidate without regard to their cost.

The reality is, however, that teachers are not evenly distributed across the
state, and they can choose to which schools and districts they want to
apply. More experienced and qualified teachers are concentrated in more
affluent schools and districts, while schools with greater percentages of
economically disadvantaged students have applicant pools that are less
experienced and have lower qualifications. Researchers call this
phenomenon teacher sorting.

EX IV.11 – State-Funded Classroom
Teacher Allotment Ratios for North
Carolina Public Schools (2022-23)

A 2016 study by the Program Evaluation Division of the North Carolina General Assembly study found that teacher
sorting is exacerbated by the state’s position allotment system. In school districts where teachers stay longer, on
average, and in which the applicant pool is rich with National Board-Certified teachers, the amount of money the
district receives, per allotted classroom teaching position, is greater than in districts with less experienced teachers.
This results in significant funding inequity that is embedded into North Carolina’s education system. This inequity
comes into clearer focus when comparing a school district’s average state-funded teacher salary to the statewide
average for state-funded teacher pay. Below are two examples, one urban and one rural. 

EX IV.12 – Average State Funding per Teacher, Urban and Rural Comparison Examples (2021-22)

Note: The state also allots one program enhancement
teacher per every 191 students in grades K-5.

Source: NC DPI Allotment Policy Manual

Source: NC DPI (Data Request)

With 420 state-funded teachers in Hoke County and 7,719 in Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools, these districts received
$1,948,997 and $3,874,047 less funding, respectively, in 2020-21 than if they were to receive dollar allotments for
teachers based on the average state pay. With that additional funding, Hoke County could, for example, pay every
teacher $4,638 more, making themselves more competitive with surrounding districts that have higher salary
supplements, or could use a portion of those funds to establish significant financial incentives to attract teachers into
hard-to-staff schools and subjects.
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State Position Allotments and Hidden Teacher Pay Inequities
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When districts’ state-funded teacher pay advantage or penalty is plotted, there are distinct geographical patterns (see
Exhibit IV.13 below). However, there is no guarantee that a district that is benefitting from this model today will
continue to have that advantage in the future. These patterns may shift over time as the teacher pipeline changes in
different parts of the state, e.g., as veteran teachers retire and are replaced with less experienced teachers.

EX IV.13 – Average Advantage or Penalty* per State-Funded Teacher
in K-12 Traditional Public Schools, by School District (2021-22)

*Advantage or penalty is defined as the
difference between the average amount of
money a district receives in pay for its allotted
state-funded teachers, compared with the
amount that district would get if all classroom
teacher allotments were funded at the average
state-funded teacher salary level.Source: NC DPI (Data Request)

Retention pay, or additional pay based on years of service in a given position, is a common practice in many industries,
including the private sector. However, perhaps considered redundant with the experience-banded step-and-lane
schedule, longevity pay was discontinued for North Carolina teachers in 2014. Since research supports a move away
from a step-and-lane schedule to a front-loaded schedule where all fully licensed teachers reach a professional pay level
earlier in their career (see "Front-Loaded Base Pay Schedule" on page 24), a return to a meaningful retention strategy
may be a relatively cost-effective way to recognize and reward long-term service. For example, the estimated cost to
put in place for teachers the longevity pay plan that exists for other state employees is around $100 million.

EX IV.14 – NC State Employee Longevity
Rate, by Years of Total State Service

Source: North Carolina Office of State Human Resources

North Carolina's State Employee Longevity Pay policy states:
“Longevity pay is to recognize long-term service. An eligible
employee who has at least ten (10) years of total State
service shall receive a lump sum payment annually as
outlined below. Payment shall be made during the same
monthly pay period or by the second biweekly pay period
following the date the employee is eligible to receive
longevity pay. This includes employees on workers’
compensation leave.”

RECOMMENDATION: Convert state-funded position allotments into a hybrid teacher allotment
method that is based on positions (calculated by ADM) but allotted in dollars to increase equity of
these allotments across schools and districts, empowering districts to optimize their teaching funds.
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Longevity Pay
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RECOMMENDATION: Develop a meaningful teacher retention strategy (see page 28).
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Looking at neighboring states, teacher pay in North
Carolina is not as regionally competitive as it once
was, with a growing disparity at the front end of the
pay schedule. Based on estimates from 2021-22, after
adjusting for cost of living, average teacher pay in
North Carolina ranked 30th out of all states and 6th
out of 13 states in the Southeast region. Worse yet,
average beginning teacher pay in 2020-21 (latest data
available) ranked second to last in the latest regional
comparison after adjusting for cost of living, ahead of
only West Virginia.

How is Average Pay Calculated?
Base teacher pay in North Carolina is set by the statewide
salary schedule. Local funds supplement teacher pay in most
districts, with a statewide average of $5,984 per teacher.
The teacher pay averages used in this brief include all
sources of pay and all funding sources, including those paid
for using federal, state, and local funds.

EX IV.15 – Cost of Living-Adjusted 
Average Teacher Pay, by State in the
Southeast Region (2021-22)

EX V.16 – Cost of Living-Adjusted 
Average Beginning Teacher Pay, by 
State in the Southeast Region (2020-21)

Sources: 2022 NEA Rankings and Estimates Report; 2020-21 NEA Teacher Salary Benchmark Report; Insure.com

Note: $170 million in Supplement Assistance Allotment funds allocated in the 2021 and 2022 North Carolina state budgets have not been factored into
the 2020-21 Beginning Teacher Pay figures. Average beginning teacher pay in North Carolina will increase as a result of these funds when 2021-22 and
2022-23 figures are reported by NEA. See Appendix A for average and beginning teacher pay in all states.
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Falling Behind in Our Region

As in other professional industries, competition for talent supply is regional. In order to compete for talent, particularly
beginning teachers as they enter the profession, North Carolina must stay competitive with surrounding states.

https://www.nea.org/research-publications
https://www.nea.org/sites/default/files/2022-04/2020-2021%20Teacher%20Salary%20Benchmark%20Report%20v2.2.pdf
https://www.insure.com/cost-of-living-by-state.html


The average and beginning teacher pay comparisons on the previous page do not reflect significant investments in
teacher pay that other states are implementing in the 2022-23 school year and beyond, which will further imperil North
Carolina’s regional competitiveness. Below are just a few of the reported increases in our region in the coming years. 

EX IV.17 – Anticipated Pay Increases in Other Southeastern States (2022-23 and Beyond)

Sources: AL.com Education Lab; US News & World Report: Alabama; FLGov.com; Florida Phoenix; Clarion Ledger; US News & Report: Mississippi;
Georgia Budget & Policy Institute; US News & World Report: Georgia; Maryland Association Boards of Education
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Note: Maryland is considered a part of the Southeast region for the purposes of data collection in some contexts, but not others. A $60,000 starting
salary would equate to $50,875 when adjusted for cost of living in North Carolina.

https://www.al.com/educationlab/2022/04/alabama-lawmakers-passed-teacher-substitute-pay-raises-certification-updates-whats-next.html#:~:text=Substitute%20teacher%20pay%20went%20up,two%20years%20of%20the%20pandemic.
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/alabama/articles/2022-04-06/alabama-lawmakers-approve-teacher-pay-raise#:~:text=Alabama%20lawmakers%20have%20approved%20the%20largest%20teacher%20pay%20raise%20in%20a%20generation.&text=April%206%2C%202022%2C%20at%201%3A30%20p.m.&text=MONTGOMERY%2C%20Ala.,experienced%20educators%20in%20the%20classroom.
https://www.flgov.com/2022/03/21/governor-ron-desantis-announces-pay-raises-for-florida-teachers/
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V. KEY TEACHER PAY STRATEGIES

In his book Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us, Daniel H. Pink examines professional compensation
and how it does (and does not) motivate employees. He contends that base pay is fundamentally important to fulfill a
biological need to support oneself and one's family. It also matters that individuals feel that they are fairly paid for the
skills they hold and the work they do.

The traditional “step-and-lane” pay schedule, though objective, is inconsistent with a desire for fair pay because it
ignores the performance and skill level of individual teachers, the reach and responsibility level of individual teachers,
and the market value of the skills individual teachers bring to the job. Under the 2022-23 pay schedule, for example, a
teacher with 25 years of experience earns at least $15,000 more than their colleagues with 10 years of experience, even
if they are doing the exact same job, equally as well. Pay is also rarely adjusted for the many teachers who do more
work, either by having a larger classroom, taking on a more challenging group of students, or spending extra time
guiding their peers.

Similarly, the current pay schedule is not fair for teachers who have skills that are in high demand in the labor market. A
math teacher, for example, might reasonably find it unfair that their math major peers are earning around $9,000 more
five years into their career (see Exhibit V.7 on page 29). This unfairness, or lack of market-based pay, might help explain
why there are generally higher vacancy rates in higher-demand majors. The remedy does not have to fully close the pay
gap for a high-demand major because teaching also has intrinsic value, but research finds that substantial pay
supplements for hard-to-staff subjects can help fill these critical vacancies.

And while there are many dimensions of fairness, equitable pay also should examine the difficulty of one’s job. Research
makes it clear that more effective teachers are drawn to teach in more affluent schools.   In an equitable (or fair) pay
system, that disparity would at least partially be addressed with additional pay.

Once basic pay needs are met, Pink contends that professionals are driven by intrinsic motivators like better working
conditions, more career opportunities, and the satisfaction of working with a great leader. While compensation is
generally thought of as extrinsic, this report highlights compensation strategies, such as Advanced Teaching Roles, that
are designed to expand teacher access to intrinsic motivators, such as embedded professional support.

Of course, the starting point for any discussion of motivation in the workplace is
a simple fact of life: People have to earn a living. Salary, contract payments, some
benefits, a few perks are what I call 'baseline rewards.' If someone’s baseline
rewards aren’t adequate or equitable, her focus will be on the unfairness of her
situation and the anxiety of her circumstance. You’ll get neither the predictability
of extrinsic motivation nor the weirdness of intrinsic motivation. You’ll get very
little motivation at all.

Daniel H. Pink, DRIVE
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Front-Loaded Base Pay Schedule

When it comes to baseline pay, research
shows that high-skilled professionals are
generally rewarded with substantial pay
increases earlier in their career,
commensurate with the rapid acquisition of
skills (see Exhibit V.1 to the right).     Then,
as skill acquisition slows and performance
levels out, additional compensation is based
on increased workload or unique, high-
demand skills. In education, however,
teacher salary schedules require decades of
employment to reach an adequate level of
pay. And unlike other professions, like
nursing, there are few professional
opportunities for career growth and added
compensation while remaining a teacher.

EX V.1 – A Slower Climb

EX V.2 – Comparison of State Salary Schedules for NC Public Sector Employees (2021-22)

Source: North Carolina General Assembly Fiscal Research Division
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This challenge is further illuminated when we look at how teacher pay in North Carolina fails to align with that of other
state employees. Even with the substantial investment in teacher pay between 2014-15 and 2018-19 that halved the
time it took to get to $50,000 (from 30 years to 15 years), a recent analysis from the North Carolina General Assembly’s
Fiscal Research Division shows that teachers progress more slowly up the salary schedule than other state employees
(see Exhibit V.2 below). For example, law enforcement officers and prison system employees reach maximum base pay
at six years of experience, while teachers do not reach their maximum base salary until 25 years into their careers.

While these data illustrate the need for a steeper salary schedule, in which teachers reach their earning potential much
faster, this chart also shows that teacher pay is below that of other state employees, signaling an overall need to
increase the competitiveness of teacher pay.

Source: Vigdor, J. 2008.
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A front-loaded pay schedule also addresses biological pay motivators – the need to reasonably support oneself and one’s
family.    Exhibit V.6 on page 27 shows that teacher attrition rates are higher in the years when teachers are starting to
build their families. This section will show that this is at least partially due to the fact that that the traditional step-and-lane
schedule does not meet the growing need for a living wage to support a family.  
 
While compensation levels are generally a function of market forces, it seems reasonable that the minimum bar for high-
skilled public employees should be at or above the living wage. Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s  (MIT) Living Wage
Calculator provides living wage data for North Carolina as a whole, as well as each county. A large affluent district like
Wake County requires a higher living wage, for example, than rural counties like Halifax in the east or Caldwell to the west.

Front-Loading Base Pay to Provide a Living Wage

EX V.3 – MIT's Living Wage Calculator, North Carolina
(2021-22)

The living wage is calculated for a wide range of
household circumstances, based on the number
of adults, children, and working adults. For
simplicity, we examine two scenarios: a single
adult with no children and a two-parent
household with two children and two incomes,
e.g., two working teachers.

Note: The living wage calculator includes a minimal cost of
healthcare, which is a benefit provided for teachers on top of
their salary. These figures are from 2020 and do not reflect
recent inflation increases.

Source: MIT Living Wage Calculator

While average teacher pay is at a living wage level, the structure of our pay schedule creates a significant gap early in a
teacher’s career when they are reaching their full professional capacity, but still far from the peak of their earning
potential.

Exhibit V.4 on the next page shows the current pay schedule for North Carolina teachers overlaid with the living wage
trajectory for a typical professional educator (two tracks – traditionally prepared, who start at age 25, on average, and all
other teachers, who have a median starting age around 30 years old).           The gap between the current salary schedule
and the living wage clearly illustrates the inadequate income levels at the front of the salary schedule. We estimate that, in
any given year, nearly a third of all North Carolina teachers fall into this gap.

Under the existing salary schedule, two North Carolina teachers who start teaching at 25 years old – the median
starting age for a traditionally prepared teacher – cannot afford to support two children at a basic living wage level
until they are 39 years old – well beyond the typical age to start a family.

It is even more difficult for our largest pipeline of new teachers, residency license teachers, who typically start
teaching at the age of 31 and do not make a living wage for a family of four until they are in their 40s.

Note: This analysis does not include local salary supplements.
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EX V.4 – North Carolina State Teacher Salary Schedule vs. Typical Living Wage Trajectory of
Teachers (2020-21)

Sources: MIT Living Wage Calculator; NC DPI Teacher Salary Schedules
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Local salary supplements are not included in this analysis, because we do not have data capturing average salary
supplement figures for teachers with different years of experience. However, while local salary supplements likely raise
some teachers above the living wage threshold, it is important to remember that a living wage only allows residents to
meet “minimum standards of living,” and therefore represents a low bar.

Front-loading the teacher pay schedule is also supported by research that suggests increases in teacher effectiveness are
most significant during the first three years of a teacher’s career and level out after year five.              This can also be seen
when examining student growth data for teachers at various points in their careers (see Exhibit V.5 below). The most
significant gains are seen between 0-2 and 3-5 years of experience and peak, on average, around the eighth year of teaching.  

Front-Loading Base Pay for Professional Growth

EX V.5 – Average EVAAS Scores of Teachers in K-12 Traditional Public Schools, by Years of
Experience (2018-19)

Source: NC DPI (Data Request)
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EX V.6 – Attrition Rate and Number of Teachers in K-12 Traditional Public Schools, by Years of
Experience (2018-19)

Increasing early-career teacher pay also has implications for teacher retention. A study of teacher pay and retention in
Texas from 1996 to 2012 found that increases in teacher base pay had greater positive impacts on teacher retention
during the early parts of a teacher’s career (years 1 to 7) and no effect on the retention of teachers with 12 or more
years of experience.

The following graphic shows the number of teachers in North Carolina by years of experience and their attrition rates,
affirming that – other than retirement which typically occurs at or near year 30 – the greatest attrition happens in the
first 10 years of teaching. Increasing and front-loading North Carolina’s teacher salary schedule to be more in line with
other high-skilled professions will provide an incentive for more early-career teachers to continue in their careers.

Source: NC DPI Highlights of the Public School Budget

RECOMMENDATION: Replace the outdated step-and-lane schedule with a front-loaded
pay structure in which effective teachers earn full base teacher pay earlier in their career;
ensuring that all licensed teachers can support a family and have access to additional
career and compensation advancement opportunities.

Under the proposed Pathways licensure plan, it is recommended that most beginning teachers would start at or
above $40,000 and all fully licensed teachers (the vast majority of teachers) will earn $56,000. On top of this state
base pay, they could earn more through local salary supplements, National Board Certification, Advanced Teaching
Roles, etc.
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While the benefits of a front-loaded pay schedule are clear, including pay that rises both as one’s professional capacity
increases and with their increased biological need, recent efforts to frontload the pay schedule have been met with
claims that there is now a "ceiling" on how much a teacher can make. While there has always been a years of
experience-based end point on the state teacher salary schedule, this is not a ceiling. The state salary schedule is a floor
on top of which other pay is added (local supplements, NBCT pay, Advanced Teaching Roles salary supplements, etc.). 

In contrast to the implication that a front-loaded pay schedule suppresses teacher wages, a front-loaded pay schedule
that moves a professional to full compensation for their position sooner significantly increases lifetime earnings.

Further, since the state salary schedule is the floor, not the ceiling, any strategic pay plan should include a robust set of
career opportunities, with commensurate pay. Beyond a competitive base salary, teachers who strive to increase their
compensation should be afforded several opportunities to do so, including working in a hard-to-staff school or subject
area, extending their reach by taking on a more challenging classroom, or becoming a lead teacher who can increase the
impact of their entire team of teachers.

Opposition to a Front-Loaded Schedule

RECOMMENDATION: Develop a meaningful teacher retention strategy to enhance the front-
loaded base pay structure and to recognize the long-term service of effective educators.

Research and private-sector practices indicate that modest but meaningful rewards for effective professionals who stay in
the profession are helpful for retaining veteran employees. Since research supports a move away from a step-and-lane
schedule to a front-loaded schedule where all fully licensed teachers reach a professional pay level earlier in their career,
establishing a retention strategy can be a relatively cost-effective way to recognize and reward long-term service.  
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There is a notable disconnect between the uniform teacher pay structure and the wide variation in market demand for
specific skills. For example, certain college degrees, specifically those in STEM subjects, yield higher salaries in the market
but the teaching profession rarely pays more for this high-demand expertise. Given that pay levels and pay parity matter
when choosing a career, this disparity likely reduces the supply of STEM teachers, resulting in the higher vacancies we see
in these subject areas. 

A recent examination of the most valuable college majors shows that STEM majors like physics and computer science can
command median income levels over $80,000 just five years after graduation, while majors like history, English, and the
arts have median income levels in the $40,000 range.      The exhibit below examines this in detail for recent UNC System
graduates in key subject areas, as well as the national vacancy rates for teaching positions in related subject areas.

Differentiated Pay

Inequities in teacher pay can be found in precisely the places where students see the greatest inequities in access to
educators, particularly in hard-to-staff schools and subject areas. For example, it is inequitable for a teacher to work in a
higher-need school or classroom, only to be paid the same as a similar teacher in a lower-need environment. It is similarly
inequitable if the lack of market-based pay ensures that vacancies in key subjects are clustered in high-poverty and rural
schools.

Like most states, teacher staffing inequities in North Carolina are driven, in part, by the structure of the state teacher
salary schedule, which relies on just two variables – teacher experience and degrees. This means base pay is the same
regardless of what, where, or how well a teacher teaches. 

The hard-to-staff data on pages 9-10 make it abundantly clear that any change in the way teachers are compensated
must be designed intentionally to ensure that all students have access to effective educators, especially those in high-
poverty schools and hard-to-staff subjects. Fortunately, there is substantial evidence that providing additional
compensation for teaching in hard-to-staff schools or subject areas and for highly effective teachers has positive effects
for both students and teachers, including increased teacher retention and improved student achievement.

The Current Landscape

EX V.7 – Average Wages of UNC System Graduates Five Years Post-Graduation (Class of 2016) and
Percentage of U.S. Schools with Difficulty Filling Teacher Vacancies (2020-21), by Subject Area

Note: The average 5th-year teacher salary estimate is likely higher than actual because it factors in the average local salary supplement, not the
actual. Local salary supplements are often higher for teachers with more years of experience. 

Sources: NC TOWER; NC DPI Public School Salary Schedules; NC DPI Statistical Profile; Education Week
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In North Carolina, there are several ways in which pay incentives are used to recruit teachers to work in hard-to-staff
schools and subject areas:

Highly qualified graduates of in-state educator preparation programs are eligible for salary increases during their
first three years of service. Eligible teachers working in low-performing schools are paid the salary of a fourth-year
teacher during their first three years of service, and eligible teachers working in Special Education or STEM
positions at any school are paid the salary of a third-year teacher for their first two years of service.

While not a pay incentive, scholarship programs can be an effective recruitment incentive.   The North Carolina
Teaching Fellows program offers a forgivable loan of up to $4,125 per semester for those enrolled in participating
educator preparation programs. Eligible candidates must pursue certification in Special Education or a STEM
subject, and accelerated forgiveness is available for teachers who elect to teach in low-performing schools.

Beginning in 2021, North Carolina invested $4.3 million to provide low-wealth and small county recruitment
bonuses of $1,000 per teacher in school districts that receive funding through the Small County or Low-Wealth
allotments. State funding must be matched 1:1 with local funding and signing bonuses may be up to $2,000 per
teacher.

Each of these efforts is promising but has limited reach, with only a a small subset of teachers affected. For example,
although well-focused on hard-to-staff schools and subjects, the Teaching Fellows program is currently graduating
around 100 teachers per year and, in the most recent year of data, nearly 20% of graduates chose to pay back the
forgivable loan instead of fulfilling their teaching obligation.    It is worth examining whether a larger scholarship or
other modifications to the program might produce a greater impact, while staying focused on statewide recruitment
priorities.

In his report on the long-term trends in
the quality of teachers, Sean P. Corcoran
notes that “[t]argeted pay increases in
specific settings such as hard-to-staff
subjects or schools have shown
considerably more promise than merit-
based bonuses“ (which will be examined
in the Performance Pay section on page
36).     Research shows that providing
bonuses to recruit and retain teachers in
hard-to-staff subjects and schools can
significantly reduce teacher turnover    
 in those positions, helping to          
 reduce vacancies.         The size and
sustainability of these efforts
significantly affect their impact, which is
covered on page 33.

EX V.8 – Additional Pay for Teaching in Hard-to-Staff Schools
and Subjects, by State (2021)

Source: National Center for Teacher Quality

Currently, 32 states incentivize teachers to work in high-needs schools using either additional compensation, loan
forgiveness, or both. Meanwhile, 34 states offer additional compensation, loan forgiveness, or both to incentivize
teachers to teach hard-to-staff subjects.
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A new initiative in Alabama provides an example of an effort to provide more market-based pay for STEM teachers.
Math and science teachers in grades 6-12 are now eligible for annual salary increases of between $5,000 and $20,000.
Teachers must provide evidence of effectiveness (see eligibility graphic below) and an additional $5,000 per year is
available to teachers who work in hard-to-staff schools.  
 
Funding is provided by the state legislature, with an allocation of one math and one science position for every 105
students in grades 6-12.   The TEAMS initiative provides sustained salary increases from year to year, which is more
effective at recruiting and retaining teachers in hard-to-staff subjects and schools than short-term or one-time bonuses. 
 
To date, $48.7 million has been allocated for 2,428 TEAMS positions in 2022-23. Alabama has authorized up to 7,466
possible TEAMS positions statewide. The average allocation per teacher is $20,321, including benefits.    This is a new
initiative and will be closely monitored for effectiveness in the coming years.

Alabama Teacher Excellence and Accountability for Mathematics
and Science (TEAMS)
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The Leadership Initiative for Teachers (LIFT) is a five-stage career ladder that provides high-performing teachers in
Washington D.C. public schools with opportunities for advancement inside the classroom, as well as additional
responsibility and compensation. Teachers are evaluated annually using the IMPACT evaluation framework, which
utilizes multiple measures, including principal observations, student test scores, and student survey results.      In their
2013 report "Incentives, Selection, and Teacher Performance: Evidence from IMPACT," Dee and Wyckoff find that DC
IMPACT effectively retained great teachers and improved student outcomes in Washington, D.C. public schools.
Teachers progress up the LIFT Career Ladder according to their annual IMPACT ratings:

Washington, D.C. Leadership Initiative for Teachers (LIFT) 
and IMPACTplus

Teachers rated as highly effective can earn additional compensation – between $2,000 and $25,000. These
performance-based bonuses are highest for teachers who work in high-poverty schools, those who work in low-
performing schools (“CS1” in the following chart), and those whose ratings are most dependent upon student
achievement data (“Impact Group 1 or 1A” in the following chart).

Additionally, teachers at the Advanced
and Distinguished/Expert LIFT stages who
teach in high-poverty schools receive
additional “years of experience” credits
on the pay schedule of 2 and 5 years,
respectively, and teachers at the
Distinguished and Expert LIFT stages move
to a new lane on the salary schedule.
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Many industries, including the military, offer substantial financial incentives to fill hard-to-staff positions. According
to education think tank Public Impact, “The cross-sector research does not offer a concrete formula for determining
the most effective level of hard-to-staff incentives. What is clear, however, is that employers across sectors are
providing much larger incentives than the majority of hard-to-staff pay programs in education. Incentives between
10 percent and 30 percent of a teacher’s salary would be more in line with other sectors.”
 
Differentiated pay for teachers in hard-to-staff schools and subjects takes many forms, including one-time bonuses,
annual salary supplements, student loan forgiveness, tuition reimbursement, and mortgage assistance.    Their level
of effectiveness can depend on a number of factors including whether teachers are aware of the bonus, whether
they trust it will continue beyond a few years, and whether it is accompanied by other supports, such as improved
school leadership. 
 
State-level studies in North Carolina, Washington, Georgia, and Tennessee have documented the effects of
additional compensation for hard-to-staff schools and subjects on teacher recruitment and retention. Stipends and
bonuses in these state-level studies proved to be effective at retaining teachers across a number of contexts,
including low-performing schools, high-poverty schools, and in hard-to-staff subjects.  However, the recruitment
and retention benefits of these programs generally last only as long as teachers are receiving the additional
compensation, suggesting that one-time bonuses are not as effective as annual stipends or increases in base
salaries.
 
The amount of additional compensation also matters. While not offering a precise amount, studies of salary
bonuses and loan forgiveness programs for teachers working in hard-to-staff schools and subjects have found that
larger bonuses or larger amounts of loan forgiveness are effective at recruiting and retaining teachers, while smaller
bonuses and smaller amounts of loan forgiveness are less successful.
 
Additionally, the perception of sustainability matters for teachers to fully trust the long-term intent and viability of
differentiated pay plans. An analysis of Washington, D.C.'s teacher evaluation and performance pay framework (DC
IMPACT) suggested that, in IMPACT's first year, its effects on teacher performance and retention were significantly
muted relative to those same effects in the program's second year. The implication is that, as the program became
more established and incentives were perceived to be more durable, the program began to more reliably produce
changes in teacher performance and retention. In order to result in improved student achievement and/or teacher
retention, then, it is important that performance pay be sustainable (see page 32 for more on the DC             
 IMPACT system). 

The Importance of Size and Sustainability

RECOMMENDATION: Establish competitive, differentiated pay for high-demand
degrees like STEM and special education.

RECOMMENDATION: Increase or broaden incentives for teaching in hard-to-staff schools.
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Strategic Staffing: Pay for Increased Reach & Responsibility

As noted earlier, Daniel H. Pink’s groundbreaking examination of what motivates professionals clearly demonstrates
that, once baseline pay needs are met (i.e., they are adequate and equitable), high-skilled professionals are inherently
motivated to perform at their best. He provides evidence that what drives them to improve their performance are
intrinsic motivators like better working conditions, more career opportunities, and the satisfaction of working with a
great leader – specifically, jobs that offer mastery, autonomy, and purpose.
 
While compensation is, by definition, an extrinsic motivator, it can also fund and fuel organizational structures that can
provide intrinsic motivators to both the recipient and their colleagues. For example, most schools operate outdated, flat
organizational models that provide teachers with minimal opportunities for professional advancement without leaving
the classroom. In these scenarios, all teachers are stuck on the same pay schedule, regardless of whether they have the
skills and willingness to extend their reach beyond a traditional teaching position. Data from the National Center for
Education Statistics School Staffing Survey indicate that almost one in ten teachers leaving the profession cite a lack of
opportunities for professional advancement among the reasons for their departure.

One might think that the current “one teacher, one
classroom” model would be motivating to teachers who
value autonomy. Indeed, effective teachers have an
innate desire and capacity for self-direction. However,
that does not mean they want to work in a vacuum.
Being autonomous and being part of a team are
complementary concepts, not mutually exclusive. Team
teaching empowers teachers to feel more confident in
their classroom, multiplying the level of autonomy in
the school building.

Autonomy as an
Intrinsic Motivator

Instead, compensation systems should facilitate the
development of innovative organizational structures
that provide intrinsic motivators such as the
opportunity for leadership and greater professional
support, as opposed to the “one teacher, one
classroom” system that exists now. These
modernized organizational structures allow effective
teachers to extend their reach to additional students
and/or teams of teachers. Strategic staffing models
help increase the instructional skill and capacity of
the entire staff while also enhancing the level of
purpose experienced by lead teachers, empowering
an entire community of educators to be more
satisfied and impactful in their work.

In North Carolina, 24 school districts are offering career advancement opportunities to teachers through the state’s
Advanced Teaching Roles program (see page 35). In each of these models, eligibility for a leadership position is based on
teacher effectiveness and the leadership roles provide additional compensation for taking on additional responsibilities.

A 2022 evaluation of the Advanced Teaching Roles program by BEST NC found that funding is needed to expand beyond
the positions, schools, and districts that are currently implementing these new roles and organizational structures.
Under the existing ATR program, schools are creating about half the roles (<10%) that are needed for a 6-8 direct report
model and the initiative is clustered in elementary and Title I schools where more flexible funding is available. Expansion
of the Advanced Teaching Roles program is a high-impact strategy to increase pay, while extending the reach and
purpose of highly effective educators and improving the instructional capacity and mastery of all teachers.

RECOMMENDATION: Implement Advanced Teaching Roles (ATR) statewide to provide
well-paid professional advancement opportunities to effective teachers who want to
extend their reach while transforming the organizational structure of schools.

Advanced Teaching Roles compensation should be higher for hard-to-staff schools.
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In ATR models, teachers extend their reach by either directly
teaching more students or – more often – by leading a team of
teachers and providing instructional support for all the teachers on
the team. As a result, ATR teachers increase the instructional
capacity of the entire staff; provide embedded, intentional
support for novice teachers; and ensure more students get access
to effective instruction. Additionally, since leadership is distributed
in a more balanced and purposeful way, principals are more
accessible and can focus on other critical school operations like
staffing, curriculum, family and community relations, and more.

A study of ATR programs in Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools, Cabarrus County Schools, and Syracuse City School District
(New York) found that teachers on teams of Multi-Classroom Leaders (MCL) benefitted immensely from that support.
Teachers joined the MCL-led teams, on average, at the 50th percentile in student learning gains. After one year on an
MCL team, they produced learning gains equivalent to teachers in the 75th to 85th percentiles in math, and the 66th to
72nd percentiles in reading.

A Friday Institute analysis of Advanced Teaching Roles
pilot program schools in North Carolina revealed that
pilot program schools had higher student growth scores
than similar schools not utilizing advanced roles staffing
models. Of the six districts in the ATR pilot program, four
had ATR models that were well-designed and sustained.
In those districts, ATR schools had increased growth
scores in both years, compared to similar schools that
did not use an ATR model.

EX VI.8 - Percentage of ATR and Matched 
Schools with Increased School Growth Scores
(2017-18 to 2018-19)

Source: Friday Institute for Educational Innovation

Advanced Teaching Roles (ATR) is an example of a strategic staffing policy that pairs increased
compensation with intrinsic motivators, such as extended reach, leadership opportunities, and
increased self-efficacy. In schools using ATR, highly effective teachers are elevated to leadership
positions in which they receive substantial, ongoing pay increases for taking on additional
responsibilities and extending their reach. These teachers, in turn, provide intrinsic motivators to
their colleagues by elevating their mastery and impact in the classroom.

Strategic Staffing in North Carolina: Advanced Teaching Roles

In 2022-23, 24 districts across North Carolina are designing or implementing Advanced Teaching Roles models. Salary
supplements for ATR positions range from $2,000 to $10,000 for Extended Reach Teachers, who directly teach a greater
number of students, and from $6,000 to $20,000 for Lead Teachers, who lead groups of teachers and are responsible for
the learning of all the students on their team.

Research indicates that students in schools with Advanced Teaching Roles experience higher learning gains in math and
reading than their peers in other schools.

Approximately

1,000 NC TEACHERS
are currently working in Advanced

Teaching Roles positions in their schools,
earning up to $20,000 additional pay.
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Performance Pay

As indicated in Exhibit III.3 on page 8, top-tier college students prioritize professions in which they will be rewarded
financially if they do well in their job. This is generally not how teacher compensation has been structured, but some
states and districts have begun to leverage this strategy to attract and retain great talent.  
 
There are two primary objectives for performance pay (sometimes called merit pay). The first is to motivate teachers to
increase their efforts toward specific, prioritized outcomes. The second is to attract and retain higher-performing
teachers. In most of these policies, teacher performance is measured by student growth on standardized assessments,
though other measures of effectiveness including evaluation ratings and student surveys are also used.

Third-grade reading teachers with student growth scores in the top-25% of their district or in the state can earn up
to $3,500.

Fourth- and fifth-grade reading and math teachers in grades 4-8 with student growth scores in the top 25% of their
district or in the state can earn up to $2,000.

Teachers of advanced high school courses can earn $50 for each student who achieves proficiency on Advanced
Placement, International Baccalaureate, or Advanced International Certificate of Education exams, up to $3,500.

Career and Technical Education teachers can earn $25-50 for each student obtaining an industry certification or
credential, up to $3,500. The amount is based upon the academic rigor and employment value of the certification or
credentials earned by their students.

Currently, 10 states explicitly require districts to consider performance in teacher pay, with 14 other states suggesting,
but not requiring, teacher performance to be considered.    In North Carolina, there is no statewide policy that ties
teacher compensation to performance. However, there are several state-funded bonuses for North Carolina teachers
that reward excellence based upon various measure of student achievement. These include: 

The Current Landscape

Implementation is critical to the success of performance pay policies. An analysis of Florida’s statewide performance pay
policy, passed by the state legislature in 2011, found several weaknesses. Most notably, effectiveness ratings were
based upon Florida’s teacher evaluation system, which did not reliably distinguish teachers who were making the
greatest contributions to student growth. (In 2015-16, 98% of Florida’s teachers earned a rating of Highly Effective or
Effective). Additionally, salary supplements for effective teaching were substantially lower than supplements for
measures less correlated with teacher effectiveness, such as master’s degree attainment.

Incentives were accompanied by embedded professional development for participating teachers;

Incentives were awarded at the individual teacher level, rather than to groups of teachers;

Programs used multiple measures of teacher effectiveness (e.g., using student test scores and principal evaluations
or student surveys), rather than a single measure; and 

Financial incentives were substantial.

Research demonstrates a link between performance pay policies and improved student achievement. A 2021 meta-
analysis of 37 studies published between 1997 and 2017 found a statistically significant positive correlation between
teacher performance pay programs and student test scores. Student achievement gains were present in math and in
reading, but were almost twice as large in math.
 
Researchers synthesized findings in those 37 studies to determine which programmatic elements of performance pay
were most positively associated with student achievement gains. The following elements are associated with the largest
student gains:
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Pay for Credentials

Within the typical step-and-lane structure that is common to most teacher salary schedules in the United States, the
“lanes” are usually driven by teacher credentials. The most common credential considered is teachers’ educational
attainment, but some states and districts provide additional pay for other credentials.

The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards is an organization that provides certification to teachers who
meet the Board’s standards for accomplished teaching practice. To receive the certification, teachers with at least three
years of experience must demonstrate proficiency in four core areas: content knowledge, differentiation of instruction,
teaching practice and learning environment, and becoming an effective and reflective practitioner. Teachers complete a
content knowledge exam and submit various forms of evidence, including lesson plans, assignment and assessment
artifacts, student work samples, videos of effective teaching, and lesson reflections.     The certification process can take
anywhere from several months to two years. Initial certification lasts for 10 years, with an opportunity for teachers to
renew every five years thereafter.

National Board Certification

Attaining National Board certification is highly correlated with teacher effectiveness. Multiple studies using data from
North Carolina, Florida, Washington, Kentucky, and the Chicago Public School System have found that National Board
Certified Teachers (NBCTs) are more effective, as measured by student growth, than teachers who are not certified. The
magnitude of the differences in effectiveness varies across studies, with some studies suggesting that NBCTs affect
increases in student achievement equivalent to one month of additional instruction in English/language arts and two
months of additional instruction in math in a single school year.

Evidence of Effectiveness

States have a variety of mechanisms for providing support and compensation to teachers who decide to pursue National
Board certification. In 2021, 27 states provided additional compensation to teachers who achieve National Board
certification, with stipends ranging from $1,000 to $10,000. Additionally, 23 states provided financial support to cover
fees associated with obtaining certification.

The Current Landscape
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EX V.9 – Compensation for National Board Certified Teachers in the Southeast Region (2021)

Source: National Board for Professional Teaching Standards

In North Carolina, teachers receive a 12% salary supplement during the period of their National Board certification,
provided that they are teaching in the content area in which they are certified. In 2021, 9.7% of the teacher workforce
received this supplement. Unlike many other states, there is no requirement or incentive to teach in a hard-to-staff
school or subject area in North Carolina.

In addition to the pay supplement, North Carolina also provides a low-interest loan to cover the $1,900 cost of board
certification with no payments due in the first 12 months, provides all initial candidates with three days of paid
professional leave to work on their certification, and grants eight continuing education credits upon certification, which
satisfies current requirements to renew a teaching license.

EX V.10 – Percent National Board Certified Teachers
in K-12 Traditional Public Schools, by School Poverty
Quartile* (2020-21)

Currently, NBCTs disproportionately teach in
lower poverty (more affluent) schools in North
Carolina. To address this issue, the Hunt-Lee
Commission recommends financial incentives
for NBCTs to work in high-poverty or low-
performing schools.

*Schools were sorted by their percentage of economically
disadvantaged students and grouped into poverty quartiles.
Visit NCEdFacts.org for more details.

Sources: NC DPI (Data Request); NC DPI School Report Cards
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The most common teacher credential considered in teacher salary schedules is the attainment of an advanced degree,
typically a master’s degree. In 2017-18, more than half of all teachers in the United States (58%) had attained a
master’s degree or higher.     Although advanced degrees are very common, research does not support the idea that
encouraging teachers to obtain master’s degrees through pay incentives is an effective investment in student
achievement. 

Graduate Degrees

Compensating teachers for earning master’s degrees is a common practice in the United States, often based upon the
assumption that teachers with graduate degrees are more effective. Of the 124 school districts included in the
National Center for Teacher Quality’s database of the nation’s largest districts, 92% offer additional pay to teachers
who hold graduate degrees.   While salary increases for teachers with advanced degrees vary across states and school
districts, nationally, the pay premium ranges from 14% to 22% for master’s degrees (with larger increases for
doctoral degrees).

Prevalence of Compensation for Master's Degrees

Beginning in 2000-01, North Carolina provided a 10% pay increase for teachers with master’s degrees in any field of
study (with an additional $1,260 or $2,530 per year, respectively, for a 6-year degree or PhD). Prior to 2000, the
premium was 6.25% for at least a decade. Beginning with the 2013-14 school year, North Carolina ended pay increases
for teachers who earn a new master’s degree, grandfathering teachers with existing master’s degrees or who were in
the process of getting a degree. In 2021-22, North Carolina spent $210 million to fund the 10% salary increase for the
31,150 teachers grandfathered into the master’s degree salary schedule.       Based on the number of teachers who had
master’s degrees before the policy change, BEST NC estimates that if the master’s pay policy was reinstated, the full cost
would rise to around $285 million within a few years. 

Master's Pay in North Carolina

Despite the significant investment states and districts have made in pay increases for advanced degrees, research finds
that, with few exceptions, master’s degree attainment does not correlate with teacher effectiveness. In a meta-
analysis of 102 studies analyzing the relationship between advanced levels of education for teachers and the academic
achievement of students, 90 percent showed that graduate degrees had either no impact at all or, in some cases, had
a negative impact on student achievement. Of the 10 percent that had a positive impact, none reached a level                 
of statistical significance. 
 
A recent study found that North Carolina middle school and high school math teachers with in-area master’s degrees
(e.g., degrees in mathematics) had statistically significantly higher student growth scores and higher ratings on North
Carolina’s teacher evaluation system than teachers with only undergraduate degrees. Meanwhile, teachers with out-
of-area master’s degrees (e.g., those in curriculum and instruction or school administration) had lower student growth
scores and statistically insignificant differences in teacher evaluation scores when compared with teachers with only
undergraduate degrees. This study suggests that master’s degree attainment is a stronger signal of effective teaching
when the degree is in the teacher’s subject area. While this might make a case for a narrowly defined ‘in field’
master’s degree pay, the study also found that these teachers had higher than average turnover rates, perhaps
negating the benefits.

Evidence of Effectiveness
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Top performing nations recruit
100% of their new teachers
from the top third. In the
United States, it is 23% – and
14% in high poverty schools.

McKinsey Research. (2010).

Ultimately, it is not enough to have a sufficient number of teachers in our system –
they have to be good teachers. Countries that perform at the top on international
assessments have targeted their teacher recruitment, preparation, and compensation
strategies to ensure every student has access to a highly qualified teacher.

A 2007 analysis of what attracts teachers to the profession found that a 10% increase
in earnings in professions other than teaching reduced the highest-scoring (top
quartile) graduates’ likelihood of teaching by 6.4%. Exhibit III.1 on page 6 illustrates
how the rise in women’s median income has likely reduced the attractiveness of the
teaching profession, particularly for high-performing female students.

VI. OTHER FACTORS TO CONSIDER

Pay as a Factor in Teacher Quality

While pay levels are suppressing the attractiveness of teaching for top-tier students, the compensation models
themselves are also a barrier. A survey of college students in the top third of their graduating class who do not plan to
go into teaching provided several pay-related insights into the ways in which the teaching profession does not align with
their compensation and career aspirations. Adequate compensation is important, but opportunities for career
advancement and rewards for doing the job well are also high on their list of priorities.

Countries that have markedly improved their results on international assessments show that there is a virtuous cycle
when raising the bar for being fully licensed as a teacher. Rigorous licensure signals to the community and to future
educators that being a teacher is an ambitious career, raising the esteem for the profession.     In a related study on
teacher quality, Sean P. Corcoran observed that increased certification requirements have helped to stave off reductions
in teacher candidate quality, making a case for continued emphasis on rigorous teacher licensure strategies. While
licensure may not seem related to compensation, a comprehensive compensation plan that prioritizes teacher quality
should consider licensure as an important and connected strategy.

RECOMMENDATION: Align compensation with an effectiveness-based licensure plan that
elevates the status of the profession and attracts high-quality talent.
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EX VI.1 – Perceptions of Teaching vs. Preferred
Occupation for "Top Third" Students Not
Planning To Teach (2010)

Source: McKinsey Research. 2010.
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The teaching workday and calendar are often a heated component in the conversation about teacher pay. On one
hand, some say teaching is not a full-time job because teachers have summers off. On the other hand, many teachers
work more than 40 hours per week and would argue they work a full 12-month job in a 10-month period.
 
There is mixed evidence on whether teachers, on average, work a longer work week during the school year and
therefore complete the full 2,080 hours per year that is typical for full-time employment. Self-reported data from the
Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey show that teachers work approximately the same number of hours per
week (44 hours) as other professionals during the school year, with the shorter school year resulting in teachers
working about 83% of the hours worked in a typical full-time job.     In contrast, other self-reported data from the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) say teachers work 52 hours per week, which equates to a full-time, 12-
month work year.
 
In either case, these work hour statistics do not paint a full picture of the job requirements for teaching. For example,
teachers have very little flexibility during the school day to accommodate personal needs, such as doctor
appointments, and they are almost never in a position to work from home, e.g., when they have a sick child. These
are benefits that many, if not most, full-time professions enjoy, particularly following the lessons learned from
remote work during the pandemic.  
  
Additionally, if we were to, for example, prorate teacher pay to 83%, it is unlikely that more than 100,000 North
Carolina teachers could find a job that neatly fits into those weeks during the summer and could supplement 17% of
their pay, particularly given the high number of teachers who would all be entering the workplace at the same time
each year. Many also spend at least a portion of this time during the summer preparing for the upcoming school year
or completing professional development.  
  
For the sake of this analysis, we consider teaching a full-time job and summers off as part of the benefits package for
a job that otherwise has an inflexible daily schedule and lacks the general workplace flexibility that many other high-
skilled professions enjoy.     Therefore, the annual pay recommendations in this report are for a full year’s worth of
teaching.

Teachers as Full-Time Employees

An important component of any compensation analysis is to consider the purchasing power of salaries. The purchasing
power of teacher pay varies across states and school districts.  
 
For example, in the 2021-22 school year, the average teacher in California made over $87,000, while in Mississippi,
that total was just over $47,000.      It hardly seems reasonable for average teacher salaries to be almost double in
California what they are in Mississippi. However, the prices of goods and services in California are more expensive than
they are in Mississippi. Using cost-of-living indices to adjust average teacher salaries, the gap narrows considerably –
the average teacher in California earns $59,375 when adjusted for cost of living, compared to $55,629 in       
 Mississippi.      These substantial variations are why this report considers cost-of-living comparisons, when possible,
instead of nominal pay. 
 
Even within states, the cost of living varies considerably. When making comparisons of teacher salaries at the school
and district levels, it is necessary to consider cost-of-living differences that exist across counties and even
municipalities. The following sections examine the purchasing power of teacher pay within the North Carolina context,
first looking at cost of living and then the housing market specifically. North Carolina currently has two mechanisms for
ameliorating these differences: local salary supplements, which are examined on pages 17-18, and state funds directed
at low-wealth and small school districts.

Purchasing Power of Teacher Pay
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In the absence of cost-of-living indices for North Carolina’s counties, it can be challenging to evaluate the
competitiveness of teachers’ salaries across school districts. In a 2019 study, Rickman et al. suggest that the most
meaningful measurement for the competitiveness of teacher salaries in a given area is the difference between the tax–
adjusted pay of public school teachers and that of college-educated professionals in the same location.     While an
imperfect measure, the heat maps below compare average salaries in North Carolina public schools to the median salary
of bachelor’s degree holders in each county (ages 25 and up) for the 2018-19 school year.
 
As indicated in these heat maps, very few teachers earn median pay levels in their fifth year in the classroom and many
do not reach that level after 10 years. This is inconsistent with many other professions that reach their maximum base
pay in 7-10 years (see page 24).         In fact, by the 20th year, teachers in several school districts still haven’t reached the
median income level for their districts.

In-State Variations in Cost of Living

EX VI.2 – Teacher Salary vs. Median Bachelor's Degree Holder Salary in County, by District (2019)
5th-Year Teacher Salary: 10th-Year Teacher Salary:

15th-Year Teacher Salary: 20th-Year Teacher Salary:

Note: The maps for earlier career teachers may somewhat overestimate the average salary, as
compared to the more veteran teacher maps. Teacher salaries were calculated by adding the state
base salary and the average local salary supplement in the district for the 2018-19 school year. Local
salary supplements are often calculated as a percentage increase over base pay; thus the
supplements tend to be higher for more veteran teachers.  

Sources: NC DPI Statistical Profile; NC DPI Public School Salary Schedule; US Census Bureau 

EX VI.3 – Cost of Living, Demographics, and Teacher Pay in Halifax County Schools and Wake County
Public School System 

*Among adults 25 years and older. Sources: National Association of Realtors; NC DPI School Report Cards; US Census Bureau
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Exhibit VI.3 provides an example of how an urban district (Wake County) compares with a rural district (Halifax County).
Additional comparisons can be found in Appendix D-I. 

http://apps.schools.nc.gov/ords/f?p=145%3A25%3A4929623428008%3A%3ANO%3A%3AP25_SELECTYEAR%3A2020
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/districts-schools/district-operations/financial-and-business-services/compensation-public-school-employees#StateSalarySchedules-1388
https://data.census.gov/table?g=0400000US37%2C37%240500000_0500000US37001%2C37003%2C37005%2C37007%2C37009%2C37011%2C37013%2C37015%2C37017%2C37019%2C37021%2C37023%2C37025%2C37027%2C37029%2C37031%2C37033%2C37035%2C37037%2C37039%2C37041%2C37043%2C37045%2C37047%2C37049%2C37051%2C37053%2C37055%2C37057%2C37059%2C37061%2C37063%2C37065%2C37067%2C37069%2C37071%2C37073%2C37075%2C37077%2C37079%2C37081%2C37083%2C37085%2C37087%2C37089%2C37091%2C37093%2C37095%2C37097%2C37099%2C37101%2C37103%2C37105%2C37107%2C37109%2C37111%2C37113%2C37115%2C37117%2C37119%2C37121%2C37123%2C37125%2C37127%2C37129%2C37131%2C37133%2C37135%2C37137%2C37139%2C37141%2C37143%2C37145%2C37147%2C37149%2C37151%2C37153%2C37155%2C37157%2C37159%2C37161%2C37163%2C37165%2C37167%2C37169%2C37171%2C37173%2C37175%2C37177%2C37179%2C37181%2C37183%2C37185%2C37187%2C37189%2C37191%2C37193%2C37195%2C37197%2C37199&tid=ACSDT5Y2019.B20004&moe=false
https://data.census.gov/table?g=0400000US37%2C37%240500000_0500000US37001%2C37003%2C37005%2C37007%2C37009%2C37011%2C37013%2C37015%2C37017%2C37019%2C37021%2C37023%2C37025%2C37027%2C37029%2C37031%2C37033%2C37035%2C37037%2C37039%2C37041%2C37043%2C37045%2C37047%2C37049%2C37051%2C37053%2C37055%2C37057%2C37059%2C37061%2C37063%2C37065%2C37067%2C37069%2C37071%2C37073%2C37075%2C37077%2C37079%2C37081%2C37083%2C37085%2C37087%2C37089%2C37091%2C37093%2C37095%2C37097%2C37099%2C37101%2C37103%2C37105%2C37107%2C37109%2C37111%2C37113%2C37115%2C37117%2C37119%2C37121%2C37123%2C37125%2C37127%2C37129%2C37131%2C37133%2C37135%2C37137%2C37139%2C37141%2C37143%2C37145%2C37147%2C37149%2C37151%2C37153%2C37155%2C37157%2C37159%2C37161%2C37163%2C37165%2C37167%2C37169%2C37171%2C37173%2C37175%2C37177%2C37179%2C37181%2C37183%2C37185%2C37187%2C37189%2C37191%2C37193%2C37195%2C37197%2C37199&tid=ACSDT5Y2019.B20004&moe=false
https://www.nar.realtor/research-and-statistics/housing-statistics/county-median-home-prices-and-monthly-mortgage-payment
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/data-reports/school-report-cards/school-report-card-resources-researchers
https://data.census.gov/table?g=0400000US37%2C37%240500000_0500000US37001%2C37003%2C37005%2C37007%2C37009%2C37011%2C37013%2C37015%2C37017%2C37019%2C37021%2C37023%2C37025%2C37027%2C37029%2C37031%2C37033%2C37035%2C37037%2C37039%2C37041%2C37043%2C37045%2C37047%2C37049%2C37051%2C37053%2C37055%2C37057%2C37059%2C37061%2C37063%2C37065%2C37067%2C37069%2C37071%2C37073%2C37075%2C37077%2C37079%2C37081%2C37083%2C37085%2C37087%2C37089%2C37091%2C37093%2C37095%2C37097%2C37099%2C37101%2C37103%2C37105%2C37107%2C37109%2C37111%2C37113%2C37115%2C37117%2C37119%2C37121%2C37123%2C37125%2C37127%2C37129%2C37131%2C37133%2C37135%2C37137%2C37139%2C37141%2C37143%2C37145%2C37147%2C37149%2C37151%2C37153%2C37155%2C37157%2C37159%2C37161%2C37163%2C37165%2C37167%2C37169%2C37171%2C37173%2C37175%2C37177%2C37179%2C37181%2C37183%2C37185%2C37187%2C37189%2C37191%2C37193%2C37195%2C37197%2C37199&tid=ACSDT5Y2019.B20004&moe=false


In 27% of districts, first-year teachers could not comfortably afford to rent a one-bedroom apartment. 

Rental costs ranged from 15% to 66% of first-year teacher income.

In 37% of districts, teachers in their tenth year were not able to place a 20% down payment on a home listed at the
median value in their school district (assuming an annual savings rate of 10% per year). 

The time it would take teachers to save for a 20% down payment ranged from 2 years to over 30 years.

One way to consider the effect of regional differences in cost of living on the viability of a teacher’s salary is to consider
a teacher’s ability to participate in the housing market in their home district. A 2017 study by the National Council on
Teacher Quality (NCTQ) examined 124 of the nation’s largest school districts and assessed the ability of teachers to rent
an apartment, save for a down payment on a house, and make a monthly mortgage payment in the school districts in
which they worked. 
 
The study found that a teacher’s ability to participate in the housing market varied greatly across the country. Key
findings included:

Teacher Salaries and the Housing Market

There is little to no evidence that teacher housing can solve this problem, both because the number of teachers is so
large and because venturing into the landlord business is outside the general capacity of a school district.    A recent
article from the John Locke Foundation suggests that a better short-term solution is to increase teacher pay to ensure
teachers have access to existing housing. In the long term, the Foundation suggests, municipalities should look at the
housing supply and “adopt zoning and regulatory reforms that would encourage development and better use of existing
property to increase the stock of housing and housing options."

To combat rising housing costs and to recruit and retain teachers, some school districts – including Newark, New
Jersey; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; San Francisco, California; and Aspen, Colorado – have chosen to take advantage
of state and federal tax incentives to build housing specifically for teachers, often contracting with private
developers to manage the project. California passed a law in 2016 incentivizing districts to build affordable housing
for teachers, with the bill citing housing as a prominent driver of teacher attrition. The law made federal and state
tax credits for low-income housing available to school districts to use for teacher housing.
 
In North Carolina, six school districts – Asheville City, Bertie County, Buncombe County, Dare County, Hoke County,
and Hertford County – have built apartment complexes for their teachers. All six districts partnered with the State
Employees Credit Union Foundation, which provided the districts with zero-interest loans to finance the builds. The
apartments are rented at below-market rates and serve as teacher recruitment tools for the districts.

NCTQ Study: Data Explorer:

Housing Strategies for Teachers

A 2017 analysis of 124 of the nation's
largest school districts, analyzing a
teacher's ability to rent an apartment,
save for a down payment, and make a
monthly mortgage payment in the
district where they teach.

Interactive data dashboard
visualizing key findings from
the NCTQ teacher housing
study.
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Teacher retirement and healthcare benefits costs have risen sharply in the past two decades and require increasing
levels of investment from states in order to maintain benefits levels and to fully fund pension obligations. As the costs of
these benefits rise, state funding that could otherwise be used to increase teacher pay is diverted. 

Chad Aldeman, policy director of Georgetown’s Edunomics Lab, notes that, after adjusting for inflation and rising
student enrollment, total education spending in the United States increased by 29% from 1995 to 2015. Yet, despite this
increase in education spending, inflation-adjusted teacher salaries actually decreased during this period. Aldeman
attributes the stagnant teacher earnings amidst increased education spending to three factors: decreasing student-to-
staff ratios, rising healthcare costs, and rising retirement costs.

Exhibit VI.4 below illustrates the percentage change in the major components of teacher compensation, compared to
inflation. Between 2004 and 2021, teacher salaries have roughly kept up with inflation during that time period, while
healthcare costs, and especially retirement costs, have significantly outpaced inflation. With more money paying for
healthcare and the pensions of retired teachers, less is left over to support salary increases for teachers currently
working in schools.

Retirement and Healthcare Benefits

EX VI.4 - Percentage Change in the Three Major Components of Teacher Compensation in the
United States (2004 to 2021)

Source: Data from the BLS Employer Cost for Employee Compensation Survey, Compiled by the Edunomics Lab at Georgetown University

In 2021-22, 28% of North Carolina teachers’ total compensation was in the form of benefits, compared to 17% in the
private sector in the South Atlantic.            At this level, for every dollar spent on teacher salaries, nearly 40 cents must
be spent on pensions and benefits. In other words, a $100 million investment in teacher pay actually costs the state
$140 million. Exhibit V.17 North Carolina State Retirement Contribution on page 46 shows the growth in overall benefits
over the last decade, which, as a percentage of teacher salaries, has increased from 22% in 2011-12 to 30% in 2021-22.
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Direct contribution plans, in which teachers and employers each contribute a percentage of a teacher’s salary into
an individual account and the funds are invested. The value of the account fluctuates depending upon the
performance of the underlying investments.

Cash balance plans, in which teachers contribute a percent of their salary to retirement. The state manages the
funds and guarantees a certain rate of annual interest, with higher rates of guaranteed interest for longer-tenured
teachers.

Hybrid plans, which incorporate features from defined benefit and defined contribution plans.

Nationally, 90% of all public school teachers are enrolled in defined retirement benefit plans, wherein retirees are paid a
guaranteed pension benefit based upon a predefined formula, often based on variables like years of experience and
highest salary level. In 2021-22, 36 states used a defined benefit plan as their default option, including North Carolina.
Other retirement options offered by states include:

EX VI.5 - Ten-Year Inflation-Adjusted Increases
in Annual Health Insurance Premiums for All
Workers & State-Funded Health Care
Contributions for NC Teachers (2012 to 2021)

Sources: NC DPI Highlights of the NC Public School Budget; Kaiser
Family Foundation

Nationally, increases in health insurance premiums for
all workers have outpaced increases in earnings for
several decades. Since 2012, increases in health
insurance premiums for single coverage have
increased 18% after adjusting for inflation, while
family coverage premiums have increased 21%.
Unsurprisingly, as the costs of health insurance have
gone up across the country, North Carolina’s
contributions to teacher health insurance costs have
increased by 13% (see Exhibit VI.5 to the right).      As a
percentage of teacher pay, this was an increase from
9% to 16% (see Exhibit VI.7 on the next page).

Retirement

In most states that use defined benefit pension plans, pension formulas consider the retiree’s years of experience and
highest salary level (often an average over a series of years). In North Carolina, teachers are eligible to begin collecting
pension payments at 30 years of experience, regardless of age; at 25 years of experience, if age 60 or older; or at 5 years
of experience, if age 65 or older.

Since most teacher salary schedules require decades of experience before reaching the highest salary bands, the
longest-tenured teachers receive a much better return on their pension contributions than teachers who work for a
lesser number of years.

Healthcare

Across the country, school districts pay a higher percentage of teacher health insurance premiums than do private
employers. In an NCTQ study of 124 of the nation’s largest school districts, districts covered an average of 92% of health
insurance premiums on individual plans, compared with 80% in the private sector. For family plans, the percentages are
79% and 67%, respectively.             Given the rapidly increasing cost of health insurance and the fact that school districts
tend to pay larger shares of health insurance premiums, rising healthcare costs increasingly compete with efforts to
raise teacher salaries in North Carolina and across the country.
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Both public- and private-sector employees value retirement plans; however, there is higher demand for defined
contribution plans than defined benefit plans. A recent MetLife survey found that 81% of employees in the South who
earn between $50,000 and $99,999 indicated that a defined contribution plan was a "must have" and an additional
16% described it as a "nice to have." Only 48% of these employees said a defined benefit plan is a "must have," with
an additional 42% placing it as a "nice to have."    In other words, while benefits are important, there is generally
more demand from employees in our region for defined contribution plans than for defined benefit plans.

clvii

https://www.dpi.nc.gov/districts-schools/district-operations/financial-and-business-services/demographics-and-finances/student-enrollment-school-personnel-and-reports#HighlightsoftheNCPublicSchoolBudget-1337
https://www.kff.org/report-section/ehbs-2021-section-1-cost-of-health-insurance/


In the defined benefit plans offered by most states, the retirement benefits drawn down by teachers are not tied to
teachers’ contributions to the system. The result is that, while employer contributions to teacher retirement plans
continue to increase, the majority of those contributions are going to pay down existing pension obligations, and states
are cutting benefits in order to make pension plans more sustainable.

This certainly holds true in North Carolina, where 60% of employer pension contributions for teachers working in North
Carolina’s schools go to paying down existing obligations to current retirees, with just 40% going to active teachers’ future
retirement benefits.    At the same time, retirement contributions as a percentage of teacher salary have increased by
38% since 2012, mainly due to the state's efforts to keep pace with its ongoing teacher pension plan obligations.

EX VI.6 – Teacher Retirement Options, by State (2021)

In these states, there is a defined benefit plan open to current teachers, but closed to new teachers.

Source: Bellwether Education Partners

EX VI.7 – North Carolina State Retirement Contributions for K-12 Traditional Public School
Teachers and District Personnel, as a Percentage of Employee Salary (2011-12 to 2021-22)

Source: NC General Assembly Fiscal Research Division: Budget Documents

Conventional thinking suggests that teachers – and public employees more generally – enter the profession knowing
that they will accept lower salaries in exchange for increased benefits. However, pensions represent a significant portion
of all benefits and the greatest pension benefits accrue to the small subset of teachers who stay in the profession long
enough to retire. In fact, research finds that about half of all new teachers leave the profession without qualifying for a
pension benefit at all, despite having contributed to the retirement system.
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https://bellwether.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Teacher-Retirement-Systems-A-Ranking-of-the-States-Bellwether-Education-Partners-Final-Updated-v11.12.21.pdf
https://sites.ncleg.gov/frd/budget-documents/#2013


Additionally, under the existing system, retirement eligibility criteria act to incentivize retention for teachers between
15 and 25 years of teaching (those teachers who are on track to collect the largest pension benefits) and incentivize
retirement for teachers between 25 and 30 years into their career (when most career teachers are first eligible to
receive pension payments). This can be visualized by examining the number of state-funded teachers in North Carolina,
sorted by years of experience (See Exhibit V.6 on page 27), and noticing the dramatic increase in attrition at 27 to 29
years of experience.

EX VI. 8 – Teachers in NC K-12 Traditional Public Schools, by Years of Experience (2018-19)

Source: NC DPI (Data Request)

RECOMMENDATION: Examine the opportunity to offer teachers defined contribution
retirement plans, including options that provide higher take-home pay in exchange for
lesser retirement contributions.
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Despite teacher retirement benefits being typically more generous than those of private-sector employees, research
shows that teachers have inconsistent knowledge about their retirement benefits. A recent study of a nationally
representative sample of teachers found that 45% could not identify what type of retirement plan they had, and that
many teachers struggled to identify how much they are contributing to their plans, their retirement eligibility age, and
the duration of their retirement benefits. Late-career teachers (20 or more years of experience) were much more adept
at answering these questions, likely because they are closer to receiving retirement benefits. However, knowledge gaps
of early- and mid-career teachers suggest that they may not know the extent to which retirement benefits
disproportionately accrue to teachers who stay in the profession longer.

Perhaps unsurprising given teachers’ inconsistent knowledge of their retirement benefits, when asked how they
prioritize salaries and pensions, a plurality of teachers indicated that they would prefer higher salaries at the cost of
lower pensions. In 2018’s Voices from the Classroom survey, an annual, nationally representative survey of America’s
teachers, 43% of teachers indicated that they would prefer a higher salary and a smaller pension, compared to 26% who
would prefer a lower salary and a larger pension, with 31% unsure.

These survey data indicate an openness among teachers to a restructuring of their total compensation package. One
possible reform is the introduction of a defined contribution retirement plan option. Under a defined contribution plan,
all teachers could see a benefit from their investment, even if they stay in the profession for a short period of time. This
option could also reduce the state’s pension liability.

Perceptions of Retirement Benefits

clxii
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Pay is one of many drivers of teacher satisfaction, most of which are interrelated. A recent report from Transcend, Inc
consolidates the drivers of teacher satisfaction into four interrelated areas:clxv

Teacher Pay: One of Many Critical Drivers of Teacher Satisfaction

A recent Indeed.com survey included the following among the most common reasons good employees leave their
positions: no recognition or appreciation from a company, no opportunity for growth, poor management, and little or
no support in the workplace. From stronger school leadership to embedded professional support, surveys like this help
identify ways modernized organizational and compensation structures can improve the retention of high-quality
employees.

We know from Advanced Teaching Roles (see page 35) that a compensation plan that funds teacher leadership positions
also enhances the role and fit of the teacher, creates better working conditions, and provides career development
opportunities both to the teachers who receive promotions and to the teachers they support. 

Source: Transcend Education. 2023.

EX VI.9 – Drivers of Teacher Satisfaction: What Attracts & Retains Teachers

RECOMMENDATION: Ensure any teacher compensation strategy is
aligned with other efforts to improve the working conditions of
teachers, including stronger school leadership, systems of support for
students, and reduced administrative burden that allows teachers to
focus on teaching, school safety, and more.

A group of North Carolina teachers created a roadmap for professionalizing the teaching
profession. Follow the QR code to the right to learn more about the FIT Leaders' vision.
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https://transcendeducation.org/transforming-the-teacher-role/


VII. LOOKING AHEAD:
       RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STRENGTHENING   
       TEACHER COMPENSATION IN NORTH CAROLINA

"The primary goal of an updated North Carolina educator compensation system is to improve
student learning by increasing the likelihood that every student has a highly effective teacher
– the most significant in-school factor in increasing student achievement."

North Carolina faces many varied challenges to teacher recruitment and retention. The stakes are high – all students
deserve to be taught by competent, qualified, and well-trained teachers. This report provides evidence that now is the
time for a significant, strategic investment in teacher pay, one that includes increases in overall base salary levels as well
as better strategies for investing in educators who choose to take on leadership roles or work in hard-to-staff schools
and subjects.  
 
Based on the research identified in this report, North Carolina should make a substantial, multi-year investment in
teacher pay and ensure that teacher pay structures are explicitly working to attract, support, and retain great teachers
for every student and classroom. This type of investment is not unprecedented. North Carolina has made a similar effort
twice in the last several decades, including more than a $1 billion teacher pay increase from 2014 to 2018, designed to
repair the teacher pay losses from the Great Recession. Specifically, BEST NC offers the following recommendations:

Raise the Floor

As a starting point, the North Carolina Educator Effectiveness and Compensation Task Force proposed:

Raise the Ceiling
Implement Advanced Teaching Roles statewide to provide well-paid professional advancement opportunities to
effective teachers who want to extend their reach while transforming the organizational structures of schools;
Develop a meaningful teacher retention strategy to enhance the front-loaded base pay structure and to recognize
the long-term service of effective educators;

Attract and Retain Hard-to-Staff Positions
Establish competitive, differentiated pay for high-demand degrees like STEM and Special Education;
Increase or broaden incentives for teaching in hard-to-staff schools;

Align compensation with an effectiveness-based licensure plan that elevates the status of the profession and
attracts high-quality talent;
Examine the opportunity to offer teachers defined contribution retirement plans, including options that provide
higher take-home pay in exchange for lesser retirement contributions; 
Convert state-funded position allotments into a hybrid-teacher allotment method that is based on positions
(calculated by ADM) but allotted in dollars to increase equity of these allotments across schools and districts,
empowering districts to optimize their teaching funds; and
Ensure any teacher compensation strategy is aligned with other efforts to improve the working conditions of
teachers, including stronger school leadership, systems of support for students and reduced administrative burden
to allow teachers to focus on teaching, school safety, and more.
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Reframe the Compensation Context 

Set Clear Goals for Teacher Compensation

Significantly increase starting pay, particularly for well-prepared candidates, to be competitive with surrounding
states and similar industries;
Replace the outdated step-and-lane schedule with a front-loaded pay structure in which effective teachers earn full
base teacher pay earlier in their career; ensuring that all licensed teachers can support a family and have access to
additional career and compensation advancement opportunities (see Raise the Ceiling, below);
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APPENDICES
Appendix A:
Nominal and Cost of Living-Adjusted Average Teacher Salaries, by State (2021-22)
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Source: NEA Rankings and Estimates Report; Insure.com

https://www.nea.org/research-publications
https://www.insure.com/cost-of-living-by-state.html


Appendix B:
I. State-Funded North Carolina Teacher Pay, by Years of Experience (2013-14 to
2018-19)

Note: Hold-harmless provisions ensured that no teacher's pay decreased as a result of changes to the salary schedule.

Note: These salary increases do not include investments in teacher retirement benefits, which ranged from 22.68% of
teacher salaries in 2014-15 to 26.51% of teacher salaries in 2018-19.

Source: NC DPI Public School Salary Schedules

II. Investments in North Carolina Teacher Pay (2014-15 to 2018-19)

Sources: North Carolina General Assembly Fiscal Research Division: Budget Documents; NC DPI Highlights of the Public School Budget
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https://www.dpi.nc.gov/districts-schools/district-operations/financial-and-business-services/compensation-public-school-employees
https://sites.ncleg.gov/frd/budget-documents/
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Appendix C:
International Comparisons of Policies Aimed at Attracting and Retaining Teachers

Source: McKinsey Research. (2010).
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https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/public%20and%20social%20sector/our%20insights/closing%20the%20teaching%20talent%20gap/closing-the-teaching-talent-gap.pdf


Appendix D:
I. Average Compensation (including Benefits) for K-12 Public School Teachers, by
Years of Experience (2021-22)

Sources: NC DPI Teacher Salary Schedules; Current Operations Act of 2021; NC Treasurer's Office (Data Request); NC DPI Statistical Profile
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II. Cost of Living, Demographics, and Teacher Pay in Halifax County Schools and
Wake County Public School System

*Among adults 25 years and older. Sources: National Association of Realtors; NC DPI School Report Cards; NC
DPI Statistical Profile; NC DPI Teacher Salary Schedules; US Census Bureau

https://www.dpi.nc.gov/districts-schools/district-operations/financial-and-business-services/compensation-public-school-employees#StateSalarySchedules-1388
https://www.ncleg.gov/Sessions/2021/Bills/Senate/PDF/S105v8.pdf
http://apps.schools.nc.gov/ords/f?p=145%3A25%3A%3A%3ANO%3A%3A%3A
https://www.nar.realtor/research-and-statistics/housing-statistics/county-median-home-prices-and-monthly-mortgage-payment
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/data-reports/school-report-cards/school-report-card-resources-researchers
http://apps.schools.nc.gov/ords/f?p=145%3A25%3A4929623428008%3A%3ANO%3A%3AP25_SELECTYEAR%3A2020
https://www.dpi.nc.gov/districts-schools/district-operations/financial-and-business-services/compensation-public-school-employees#StateSalarySchedules-1388
https://data.census.gov/table?g=0400000US37%2C37%240500000_0500000US37001%2C37003%2C37005%2C37007%2C37009%2C37011%2C37013%2C37015%2C37017%2C37019%2C37021%2C37023%2C37025%2C37027%2C37029%2C37031%2C37033%2C37035%2C37037%2C37039%2C37041%2C37043%2C37045%2C37047%2C37049%2C37051%2C37053%2C37055%2C37057%2C37059%2C37061%2C37063%2C37065%2C37067%2C37069%2C37071%2C37073%2C37075%2C37077%2C37079%2C37081%2C37083%2C37085%2C37087%2C37089%2C37091%2C37093%2C37095%2C37097%2C37099%2C37101%2C37103%2C37105%2C37107%2C37109%2C37111%2C37113%2C37115%2C37117%2C37119%2C37121%2C37123%2C37125%2C37127%2C37129%2C37131%2C37133%2C37135%2C37137%2C37139%2C37141%2C37143%2C37145%2C37147%2C37149%2C37151%2C37153%2C37155%2C37157%2C37159%2C37161%2C37163%2C37165%2C37167%2C37169%2C37171%2C37173%2C37175%2C37177%2C37179%2C37181%2C37183%2C37185%2C37187%2C37189%2C37191%2C37193%2C37195%2C37197%2C37199&tid=ACSDT5Y2019.B20004&moe=false
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